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Abstract

Within the framework of this Ph.D. thesis, spin-transfer torque manipulation on
the local scale is demonstrated by means of spin-polarized scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy (SP-STM).

The experiments presented are performed on Fe/W(110) monolayer nanoislands,
a system exhibiting uniaxial anisotropy. As a first step, the intrinsic, thermally
induced switching behavior of several individual nanoislands is investigated as a
function of the temperature. The energy barrier and the attempt frequency for
the magnetization reversal are determined and analyzed as function of the island
size and shape. The reversal is found to occur via domain wall nucleation and
propagation through the nanostructure.

Elevated spin-polarized tunnel currents are utilized to manipulate the thermally
activated magnetization reversal. The local current injection from the magnetic
probe tip leads to a distinct modification of the intrinsic switching behavior. The
contributions of spin torque and Joule heating are identified and quantified. Spa-
tially resolved measurements to analyze the modified switching behavior as a
function of the lateral position of current injection reveal the role of the Oersted
field. Further, heat assisted spin-torque magnetization switching of individual,
quasi-stable nanostructures is demonstrated. The effect of spin-polarized current
pulses on a static magnetization is investigated at fixed bias polarity. Experiments
with varying pulse parameters reveal that the spin torque depends on the current
polarization. Spin-polarized current pulses and ramps at alternating bias polarity
are utilized to reliably switch the magnetization direction of a nanoisland back and
forth. The evaluation of the switching efficiency as a function of the pulse para-
meters allows for the discrimination and quantification of spin torque and Joule
heating. Finally, critical currents for magnetization reversal are determined by
the application of triangular current sweeps at different sweep rates. The analysis
allows for a comparison of spin torque and Joule heating found by the different
manipulation procedures.
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Inhaltsangabe

Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Dissertation werden Experimente zur lokalen, spin-
strominduzierten Manipulation von magnetischen Nanostrukturen mittels spin-
polarisierter Rastertunnelmikroskopie (SP-RTM) vorgestellt.

Monolagige Eiseninseln auf einer (110) Wolframoberfläche dienen als Probensys-
tem mit uniaxialer Anisotropie. Zunächst wird das intrinsische, thermisch in-
duzierte Schaltverhalten individueller Nanoinseln als Funktion der Temperatur
untersucht. Die Energiebarriere und die Versuchsfrequenz der Magnetisierungs-
umkehr werden für Inseln unterschiedlicher Größe bestimmt. Die Analyse in Ab-
hängigkeit der Inselgröße und -form zeigt, dass die Magnetisierungsumkehr über
die Nukleation und Diffusion einer Domänenwand durch die magnetischen Par-
tikel erfolgt.

Durch den Einsatz hoher, spin-polarisierter Tunnelströme wird das thermisch ak-
tivierte Schaltverhalten verschiedener Eiseninseln manipuliert. Die lokale Injek-
tion des spin-polarisierten Tunnelstroms mit Hilfe der RTM Spitze führt zu einer
Modifikation des intrinsischen Schaltens. Spindrehmoment-Übertrag (engl. Spin-
transfer torque) und Joule’sches Aufheizen werden als auftretende Effekte heraus-
gearbeitet und quantifiziert. Zusätzlich machen lateral aufgelöste Experimente
den Einfluss des Oerstedfeldes auf das Schaltverhalten sichtbar.
Die wärmeunterstützte Manipulation quasistabiler Nanoinseln durch den Übertrag
von Spindrehmoment wird demonstriert. Zunächst werden bei fester Stromrich-
tung spin-polarisierte Strompulse verschiedener Länge und Amplitude verwendet
um die Magnetisierung einer Eiseninsel zu schalten. Durch die Variation der
angelegten Probenspannung wird die Polarisationsabhängigkeit des Spindrehmo-
ments gezeigt. Anschliessend wird die Magnetisierung einer Insel aus rund 40
Atomen durch Strompulse alternierender Polarität gezielt und reversibel geschal-
tet. Die Unterscheidung und Abschätzung der Effekte von Spindrehmoment und
Joule’schem Aufheizen erfolgt anhand der Schaltwahrscheinlichkeit in Funktion
der Pulshöhe, Pulslänge und Pulsrichtung. Die Verwendung von Stromrampen
bei verschiedenen Rampengeschwindigkeiten schliesslich erlaubt die direkte Be-
stimmung der kritischen Stromdichte für die Magnetisierungsumkehr der Nanoin-
seln.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The first reports on the experimental evidence of the effect of an electric current
on a magnet can be traced back 200 years. In 1820, the Danish physicist Hans
Christian Oersted, professor of physics at the University of Copenhagen, attracted
the public interest with his four page essay entitled “Experimenta circa effectum
conflictus electrici in acum magneticam” (Latin: “Experiments on the effect of an
electrical conflict [current] on a magnetic needle”). Oersted observed an effect on
a magnet when connecting a wire in the vicinity to the ends of a voltaic battery.
He discovered that the current itself caused the magnet to move: The discipline
of electrodynamics was born1. A series of discoveries (including Ampere’s law
describing the force between two parallel conductors, and Faraday’s law of elec-
tromagnetic induction) and technical developments (the galvanometer and the
telegraph system) followed shortly after. The explanation of the observed effects
was elaborated over the years resulting in the four prominent Maxwell equations
and the Lorentz law that are the basis for classical electrodynamics as it is known
today. And a vast number of technical applications, such as electromotors, relais,
and speakers just to name a few, still rely on the interplay between the “classical”
electric current (as a charge flow) and electromagnets or permanent magnets.

In 1856, William Thomson, Baron Kelvin, who is mainly known for his scien-
tific achievements in the field of thermodynamics, reported on experiments with
iron wires in magnetic fields. He found different electric conductivities of the wires
when sending the current“along [...] or across the lines of magnetization” [1]. This
was the first observation of magnetoresistivity, where the electrical current flow
through a structure is affected by its magnetic properties. The effect Thomson

1Actually, there still is a discussion on whether the Italian jurist and amateur physicist Gian
Domenico Romagnosi should be given the credit for the discovery of electromagnetism. He
worked on a similar experimental setup as Oersted and published his results already in 1802 (18
years before Oersted’s work). However, the unclear description of his experimental procedure
prevents an unambiguous interpretation of his observation.
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observed, in particular, is known today as anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR).
It originates from the spin-orbit interactions of electrons inside the ferromagnet,
i.e. from a quantum mechanical effect. Thus, it is no surprise that this time a
whole century passed between the discovery of an effect and the development of
a technical application: the AMR was found 40 years before Joseph J. Thom-
son accomplished the experimental proof of the electron’s existence as electrically
charged particle [2]. It took approximately 30 additional years to discover and
prove the electron’s non-classical spin nature, its intrinsic and quantized angular
momentum and its magnetic moment as additional degree of freedom [3]. Today,
the AMR effect has its main application in magnetic field sensors.

With the technical developments on the preparation of thin films, hybrid layer sys-
tems consisting of different materials came into the scope of investigation. In the
1970s, Michel Jullière could demonstrate a magnetoresistance effect in magnetic
tunnel junctions (MTJ), where the electron current is sent through two ferromag-
netic layers separated by a thin, non-conducting barrier [4]. The conductance of
the junction was shown to depend on the relative magnetic orientation of the two
ferromagnetic layers. Since the tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) effect observed
was small, it was initially paid only a little attention.
Today’s most prominent magnetoresistance effect was first observed in 1988 by
Peter Grünberg and Albert Fert, who were honored in 2007 with the Nobel prize
for their investigations. Both were working on hybrid systems of magnetic and
non-magnetic metallic layers and observed independently a resistance dependency
on the relative magnetization orientation of the ferromagnetic layers: the giant
magnetoresistance effect (GMR). Soon this effect was utilized in hard disc drive
read heads.

The rediscovery of magnetoresistance for technical applications resulted in the
vast growth of the research field of spin-dependent transport. In 1996, Luc Berger
and John C. Slonczewski independently predicted in their theoretical works the
existence of current-driven magnetic excitation processes in the metallic multi-
layer structures of GMR devices [5, 6]. An unpolarized current sent through such
a device becomes spin-polarized when passing through the first, so-called “fixed”
ferromagnetic layer and then transfers spin angular momentum to the second,
“free” ferromagnetic layer. This so-called spin-transfer effect at the interface be-
tween a non-magnetic and a ferromagnetic layer can be sufficiently high enough to
achieve a steady precession of the free layer’s magnetization by the exerted torque,
or even lead to magnetization reversal when adjusted appropriately. In contrast
to the long-range Oersted field generated by a current, spin-transfer torque pro-
vides the possibility of local magnetization manipulation. This novel form of
current-induced magnetization switching (CIMS) became famous under the name
spin-transfer torque (STT) switching. In 2000, Katine and coworkers succeeded in
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demonstrating STT switching in all-metallic GMR devices [7], and 4 years later
it was also shown in magnetic tunnel junctions [8, 9]. When Stuart Parkin and
coworkers reported a “giant tunnel magnetoresistance at room temperature with
MgO tunnel barriers” [10], magnetic tunnel junctions came again into play for
possible technical (STT) applications.

One application currently under development that utilizes spin-transfer torque
switching is the spin-torque magnetic random access memory (ST-MRAM) [11].
MRAM itself has recently become highly interesting because of its combination of
several of the benefits of common solid-state drives. It is non-volatile like Flash
memories, and fast like dynamic and static RAM (DRAM/SRAM). The idea be-
hind MRAM is bit storage in magnetic tunnel junctions, where the free layer
is magnetized either parallel or antiparallel with respect to the fixed layer (“0”
or “1”). Whereas in conventional field MRAM the free layers are switched by the
Oersted field generation through nearby current lines [12], in ST-MRAM the write
current is passed directly through the magnetic tunnel junction to switch the free
magnetic layer. Thus, a less complex RAM architecture is possible [13]. Espe-
cially for portable electronics (mobile phones, laptops, etc.) such a non-volatile
and low power consuming memory device is of great interest.

Parallel to the evolution of magnetoresistance devices for information technology,
an important milestone was achieved in the field of surface science: the inven-
tion of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) as a new surface investigation
technique. In a STM setup, two electrically conducting electrodes, the atomically
sharp probe tip and the sample surface, are placed in a non-conducting medium.
Both are biased and the distance between tip and sample is lowered until a tun-
nel current starts to flow - typically at a distance of some Å. In March 1981,
Gerd Binnig, Heinrich Rohrer, and coworkers performed the first tunneling ex-
periments with a tungsten tip on a platinum surface. The measurements of the
tunnel current as function of the tip-sample distance demonstrated the feasibil-
ity of “vacuum tunneling with externally controllable tunnel distance” [14]. In
the same year, surface microscopy was performed resulting in atomic scale topo-
graphy images of different surfaces [15]. Here, recording the tip-sample distance
while scanning the surface laterally at constant tunneling current allows to map
the surface topography - scanning tunneling microscopy was born. For the first
time scientists had direct access to atomic scale topography of surfaces in real
space. Additionally, the observation of dynamic surface processes, such as diffu-
sion or growth, became possible. And further, the spectroscopic operation modes
of the instrument allowed the scientists to investigate electronic properties on the
local scale. Both, Binnig and Rohrer were awarded the Nobel prize in 1986 for
their design of the STM.
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In 1990, the first spin-polarized (SP) STM experiments were performed which
demonstrated the spin dependence of the tunnel current when using a magnetic
sample and probe tip [16], thus utilizing the instrument as a TMR device. Roland
Wiesendanger and coworkers chose the surface of Cr(001) as a sample system
that was predicted to show a topological antiferromagnetic order, i.e. neighbor-
ing ferromagnetic terraces separated by monatomic steps should show alternating
magnetization directions. For comparison, a non-magnetic tungsten tip and a fer-
romagnetic CrO2 tip were used to record constant current topography images of
the Cr(001) surface. Indeed, while the non-magnetic tungsten tip mapped regular
steps of one atomic height on the surface, the magnetic tip revealed an alternat-
ing step height between adjacent terraces due to spin-polarized electron tunnel-
ing. The magnetic contrast in STM measurements was confirmed. (SP) STM
became over the years a very powerful technique that has found various applica-
tions ranging from mapping magnetic order on the nanoscale [17], measurements
on magnetization curves of individual adatoms [18], and time-resolved studies to
investigate fast magnetization dynamics [19], to single atom manipulation [20].

The aim of this work is to demonstrate and investigate the spin-torque mani-
pulation on the local scale by means of SP-STM. The natural TMR setup of
the SP-STM junction is utilized to control the magnetization of individual nano-
structures by the local injection of a spin-polarized tunnel current through the
magnetic STM probe tip. This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 is dedicated to the SP-STM as a general measurement technique. After
the treatment of the one-dimensional tunnel effect, the Tersoff-Hamann theory of
electron tunneling between probe tip and sample will be discussed. Finite-bias ef-
fects on the tunnel current are examined, before coming to the tunneling between
two magnetic electrodes for spin-polarized STM. At the end of this chapter, we
will summarize the experimental requirements arising from the above mentioned
considerations.
Chapter 3 will treat the theoretical background of spin-transfer torque switch-
ing. After the introduction of the spin-transfer effect, the concept of spin-transfer
torque switching for multilayer structures will be explained. Then, the results of
Slonczewski’s original work on the spin-transfer torque are recapitulated. In the
end, we come to the model of a macro-spin and regard its magnetization dynamics
under the influence of a spin-polarized current and a finite temperature.
In Chapter 4 the experimental setup is introduced, i.e. the ultra-high vacuum sys-
tem and the variable-temperature microscope, in particular. Further, the probe
tip and the sample preparation utilized for the presented experiments are ex-
plained.
Chapter 5 will give an overview of the knowledge about the growth and the mag-
netism of the chosen sample system, Fe/W(110), and focus then on the Fe mono-
layer nanoislands on the W(110) surface, that will be target of the current-induced
manipulation.
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In Chapter 6, before coming to the manipulation experiments, the intrinsic thermal
switching behavior of individual iron nanoislands is investigated. The switching
behavior is observed as a function of the temperature, and the energy barrier and
the attempt frequency for the magnetization reversal are investigated as function
of the island’s respective size and shape.
The Chapters 7 and 8 contain the main experimental work, the spin-transfer
torque manipulation of the nanoislands. First, in Chapter 7, elevated spin-polarized
tunnel currents are utilized to manipulate the magnetization switching in the ther-
mally activated regime. The distinct modification of the intrinsic switching be-
havior due to the elevated current injection is analyzed as a function of the tunnel
parameters and the lateral position of current injection. Different effects of the
elevated current are identified and quantified.
In Chapter 8, the effect of current pulses and ramps on individual, quasi-stable
nanostructures is investigated. The effect of high, spin-polarized current pulses
and ramps on the magnetic nanoislands is observed, first at fixed bias polarity,
then at alternating current directions. The evaluation as function of pulse para-
meters will reveal the impact of the different parameters. Finally, we will compare
and discuss the results and summarize the dissertation in chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

The theory of spin-polarized
scanning tunneling microscopy

In scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) two electrically conducting electrodes,
probe tip and sample, are placed in a non-conducting medium and biased. Then
the distance between them is lowered to some Å until a current starts to flow.
The underlying physical mechanism to obtain this current emanates from quan-
tum mechanics and is called the tunnel effect.
This chapter is dedicated to the theoretical background of STM as an experi-
mental technique. After introducing the one-dimensional tunnel effect as a basic
principle, we will examine the Tersoff-Hamann theory of electron tunneling in-
cluding the electronic structure of probe tip and sample. The following section
will summarize the effect of a finite bias on the tunnel current. Then we will treat
the tunneling between two magnetic electrodes for spin-polarized (SP) STM. At
the end of this chapter we will look at the experimental requirements arising from
these considerations.

2.1 The tunnel effect

In classical mechanics, a particle having the energy E can not overcome a potential
barrier of the height V0 > E. It will be reflected at the potential wall. In quantum
mechanics particles are described by wave functions Ψ(x) and have a non-zero
probability to penetrate a potential barrier and to tunnel through the barrier. It
easily can be demonstrated for the one dimensional case (see Figure 2.1).
Let us assume a stepped potential V (x) forming a wall,

V (x) =











0 for x < 0 (region I)

V0 for 0 ≤ x ≤ d (region II)

0 for x > d (region III).
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Figure 2.1: The tunnel effect (A) Schematic energy landscape U(x). A particle with energy E
passes region I coming from the left. It has a nonzero probability to pass the potential barrier
in region II and to reach region III. (B) The wave function Ψ(x) of the particle has to fulfill
continuity conditions at the borders of region II, positions 0 and d, for a solution of the time
dependent Schrödinger equation to exist.

An electron with the wave function Ψ(x) and the energy E enters region I from the
left. The wave function has to satisfy the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

[

V (x)− ~
2

2m

d2

dx2

]

Ψ(x) = EΨ(x) , (2.1)

where m denotes the electron mass, and ~ is Planck’s constant. This leads to the
general ansatz

I : Ψ|(x) = Aeikx + Be−ikx (2.2)

III : Ψ|||(x) = Ceikx +De−ikx (2.3)

with k =

√
2mE

~
(2.4)

for regions I and III where V (x) = 0. A, B, C and D are, in the first instance,
arbitrary coefficients. In region I, the incoming wave (Aeikx) and the reflected
wave at the barrier (Be−ikx) superimpose upon one another, whereas the wave in
region III (Ceikx) leaving to +∞ is not reflected. Therefore D = 0. For the region
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II one can write

II : Ψ||(x) = F eik
′x +Ge−ik′x (2.5)

with k′ =

√

2m (E − V0)

~
, (2.6)

or with κ, the inverse decay constant

κ2 = −k′2 =
2m (V0 − E)

~2
(2.7)

⇒ II : Ψ||(x) = F e−κx +Geκx . (2.8)

Since E − V0 < 0, k′ is imaginary, the exponents are real and the particle is de-
scribed by an exponentially damped wave (see Fig. 2.1). The coefficients A, B,
C, F and G are given by the requirement of continuity of the wave function and
its derivative at the discontinuities of the potential (x = 0 and x = d) and the
normalization

∫

dx |Ψ2(x)| = 1 .
The transmission coefficient of the wave through the barrier T is given by the
ratio of incident and transmitted current density, j0 and jt, defined by j =
~

2im
(Ψ∗∇Ψ−Ψ∇Ψ∗). Inserting the wave functions results in

T =
jT
j0

=
1

1 + (k2+κ2)2

4k2κ2 · sinh2 (κd)
. (2.9)

In the limit of a strongly attenuating barrier (κd ≫ 1) one can find the approxi-
mation

T ≈ 16k2κ2

(k2 + κ2)2
exp (−2κd) . (2.10)

This equation explains the high vertical resolution of the STM technique. The
tunnel probability and therefore the tunnel current depend exponentially on the
barrier width d given by the distance between the tip and the sample in the
experiment.

2.2 The Tersoff-Hamann model of STM

In 1985, Tersoff and Hamann presented a theory for tunneling in a STM geome-
try, i.e. between a surface and a model tip, that includes the electronic structure
of both electrodes [21]. Bardeen’s first-order time-dependent perturbation theory
treatment of tunneling [22] was applied to describe the tunneling of electrons in
a STM. The wave functions of tip and sample were considered as separate and
undisturbed systems, and the wave function of the whole system was calculated by
solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation including a perturbation given
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d

R

r0

z

Figure 2.2: Tunneling geom-
etry within the Tersoff-Hamann
model. R denotes the effective
tip radius from the center of cur-
vature of the tip r0. The tip sam-
ple distance is d.

by the tip potential. A sketch of the considered geometry is shown in Fig. 2.2,
where R is the effective tip radius and r0 the center of curvature. The tip is mod-
eled as a locally spherical potential well where it approaches nearest the surface
and only s-type tip wave functions of the form

Ψµ =
1

R
exp (−κR) (2.11)

were considered for the calculations. κ again denotes the inverse decay length for
the tip wave function in vacuum, κ =

√
2mφ
~

where φ is the work function. As a
result, the following expression for the tunnel current I is obtained for the limit
of zero temperature and low bias voltage:

I ∝ U · ρt(EF ) · exp (2κR) ·
∑

ν

|Ψν(~r0)|2 · δ(Eν − EF ) , (2.12)

where ρt(EF ) denotes the density of states (DOS) of the tip at the Fermi energy
EF , and Ψν the wave function of the sample. The sum

∑

ν

|Ψν(~r0)|2 · δ(Eν − EF ) = ρs(EF , ~r0) (2.13)

is the surface local density of states ρ (LDOS) at the Fermi energy at the effective
center of the tip. This is the key to interpreting data obtained with this tech-
nique: STM images taken at small bias voltage and at constant current represent
areas of constant sample LDOS at EF evaluated at the center of the tip. Since,
for chemically homogeneous samples, the LDOS is a good approximation of the
topography, images obtained at constant-current are referred to as “topography”
images.

The exponential decay of the sample wave function in the vacuum is proportional
to −κz. This leads to

|Ψν(~r0)|2 ∝ exp [−2κ(d+R)] . (2.14)
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Evac

eU > 0

EF,sampleEF,tip

eU < 0

ft fs

ft

fs

ft

fs

A

D

B

C

tip sample

Figure 2.3: Energy diagrams for the
tunneling process between the tip and
the sample. Filled states are shaded
gray. φi designates the work function.
(A) If the tip and the sample are close
enough to allow for a tunnel current,
the Fermi levels of both tip and sample
will align: EF,tip = EF,sample. A net
current will only flow until equilibrium
is reached.
(B) Applying a positive bias voltage U

leads to a tunnel current from the tip to
the sample. Electrons near the Fermi
level experience a smaller energy bar-
rier than the electrons in lower energy
states and therefore have a higher con-
tribution to the tunnel current (symbol-
ized by different arrow sizes).
(C) At negative bias the situation is re-
versed and electrons tunnel from occu-
pied sample states into unoccupied tip
states.

For the tunnel current this results in

I ∝ exp (−2κd) . (2.15)

In agreement with the basic treatment of tunneling introduced before the tunnel
current I depends exponentially on the tip-sample distance d in the experiment.

2.3 Finite bias effects

The Tersoff-Hamann description of the tunnel current (Eq. (2.12)) holds only in
the limit of small bias voltages. The application of a finite bias U to the sample
leads to a shift in the energy levels by an amount of eU relative to the tip (e
denotes here the electron charge). The tunnel current I then reads to a first
approximation

I ∝
∫ E1=eU

EF=0

ρs(E)ρt(−eU + E)T (E, eU)dE , (2.16)

where ρt and ρs denote the DOS of tip and sample, respectively. The energy- and
bias-dependent transmission coefficient T includes the exponential dependency of
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the tunnel current on the distance. Thus, the tunnel probability of the electrons
depends on their energetic distance to the Fermi level. This will become clearer
in the following image. Figure 2.3 shows energy level diagrams for the tip-sample
system. The energy states on both sides are occupied to EF (gray shaded regions).
For the sake of simplicity, the tip DOS is taken as featureless. If the tip-sample
distance is lowered, a tunnel current I sets in and adjusts the Fermi levels of tip
and sample. When equilibrium is reached, i.e. EF,tip = EF,sample, the net electron
flow stops (Fig. 2.3 (A)). The application of a finite, positive bias voltage U shifts
the DOS of the tip with respect to EF by +eU , and electrons tunnel from occupied
states of the tip into unoccupied states of the sample (Fig. 2.3 (B)). The electrons
coming from tip states close to the Fermi level experience a smaller potential bar-
rier than the electrons from lower levels and therefore have a higher transmission
probability. Thus, the tunnel current is predominantly carried by the electrons
close to EF symbolized in the figure by arrows of different thickness. If a negative
bias voltage is applied, the situation is reversed (Fig. 2.3 (C)): the DOS of the tip
is shifted with respect to EF by −eU . Now, the electrons tunnel from occupied
sample states to unoccupied tip states. Thus the bias polarity determines whether
occupied or unoccupied sample states are probed and the bias value selects the
electronic states contributing to the tunnel current.

To investigate the electronic properties of the sample the differential conductance
dI/dU is analyzed. Differentiation of Equation 2.16 yields

dI

dU
(U) ∝ ρtρs(eU)T (E, eU) + ρt ·

∫ E1=eU

EF=0

ρs(E)
dT (E, eU)

dU
dE , (2.17)

with the approximation that the tip DOS is constant: ρt(E) =const..

Since dT (E,eU)
dU

is often small, the second term can be neglected and the equation
reads

dI

dU
(U) ∝ ρtρs(eU)T (E, eU) . (2.18)

Consequently, the differential conductance is a measure for the density of states
of the sample ρs at the energy eU . Hence, measuring the differential conductance
dI/dU as a function of the applied bias voltage U allows to gain information of
the sample’s electronic structure. Figure 2.4 shows again energy level diagrams
for the tip-sample system at different applied bias voltages U . As stated before,
a positive bias voltage U1 leads to a tunnel current from the tip to the sample
(A). The differential conductance dI/dU is then directly proportional to ρs(eU1),
the number of empty states available in the sample at the energy eU1 (in con-
trast to the tunnel current I that is a measure for the energy-integrated sample
LDOS). When changing the bias voltage to U2 (B), the differential conductance
increases due to the elevated sample LDOS ρs at the energy eU2 in comparison
to ρs(eU1). At negative voltages (C) the differential conductance is proportional
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Figure 2.4: Dependency of the differ-
ential conductance dI/dU on the sam-
ple DOS ρs(E).
(A) At a positive bias voltage U1

the electrons tunnel from occupied tip
states to unoccupied sample states.
The signal of differential conductance
dI/dU is proportional to the sample
density of states (DOS) ρs at the en-
ergy +eU1.
(B) Changing the applied bias voltage
to U2 leads to an energetic shift in the
density of states: A peak at +eU2 in the
sample DOS ρs leads to an increased
differential conductance dI/dU .
(C) At a negative bias U3 the tunnel
current direction is reversed. The dif-
ferential conductance is on the sample
side governed by electrons around the
Fermi level EF,sample.

to the sample LDOS at the Fermi level EF,sample and the unoccupied tip LDOS at
eU3. Thus, mapping the signal of differential conductance as a function of positive
bias voltage allows to probe the unoccupied sample states. In contrast, the dI/dU
signal at a negative chosen voltage provides information of the sample LDOS at
the Fermi level.

In the experiment this is realized by stabilizing the tip at a fixed tip-sample dis-
tance and measuring the tunnel current I as a function of the applied bias voltage
U while keeping the feedback loop open (switched off). The resulting I(U) curve
can then be numerically differentiated. An alternative way to directly measure
the dI/dU signal is the usage of the lock-in technique. A small, alternating mod-
ulation voltage Umod is then superimposed on the bias voltage U , and the tunnel
current response at the respective modulation frequency is measured by a lock-in
amplifier. Then dI/dU (U) can be directly measured in the experiment. For
more detailed discussions, the reader is referred to [23, 24]. The differential con-
ductance, however, can give further information about the magnetic properties of
the sample and will thus reappear in the following chapter.
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2.4 Spin-resolved STM

The spin of the electrons was disregarded thus far in the discussion of the tunnel
process. This property is of special interest if magnetic materials are used for
both the tip and sample. In 1989, Slonczewski developed a theoretical description
for the conductance between two ferromagnetic electrodes separated by a non-
magnetic barrier [25]. Using a free-electron model for the conduction electrons,
one finds the following expression for the spin-polarized tunnel current ISP in the
limit of low bias U :

ISP = I0 · [1 + P1P2 cos(θ)] . (2.19)

I0 is the spin-averaged current and θ the angle enclosed by the magnetization di-

rections of the two electrodes. Pi =
ρi
↑
−ρi

↓

ρi
↑
+ρi

↓

denotes the polarization of the electrode

i given by its density of states ρ for the two spin directions ↑ and ↓ at the Fermi
level. The tunnel current is now dependent on the spin-resolved LDOS of the tip
and the sample.

We want to illustrate the resulting effect of different magnetic tip-sample config-
urations on the tunnel current at finite bias. Figure 2.5 compares the situation in
the DOS for parallel and antiparallel alignment of tip and sample magnetization.
The DOS inside both ferromagnets are spin-split into ρ↑ and ρ↓ due to exchange
interaction, leading to majority and minority bands at the Fermi level EF . Spin-
and energy-conservation are considered for the tunnel processes. A positive bias
voltage is applied leading to a tunnel current from the tip to the sample. In the
parallel configuration (A), the ↓ electrons tunnel from the occupied ↓ tip states
into the available unoccupied ↓ sample states. The same holds for the ↑ electrons
but their contribution to the tunnel current I will be small, since fewer electrons
and empty sample states are available from the ↑ tip and sample DOS. In the
antiparallel configuration the sample DOS is changed and less empty ↓ states are
now available for the electrons coming from the tip. This leads to a diminution of
the tunnel current. For the ↑ electrons, more unoccupied ↑ states are now avail-
able in the sample but still the ↑ tip DOS is small. Therefore, the tunnel current
in the antiparallel configuration I↑↓ will be lower in comparison to the current at
the parallel configuration I↑↑.

In 1990, the first spin-polarized STM experiments were performed which demon-
strated the spin dependence of the tunnel current when using magnetic sample
and probe tip [16]. The surface of Cr(001) was investigated with a ferromagnetic
CrO2 tip. This particular sample system exhibits an interesting link between the
surface topography and its magnetization: It is a topological antiferromagnet, i.e.
adjacent terraces separated by monatomic steps are alternately magnetized, as
shown in Figure 2.6 (A). Scanning this surface with a magnetic tip at a constant
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Figure 2.5: Simplified pictures of the spin-polarized tunneling between a magnetic tip and a
magnetic sample for positive bias voltage applied. Two possible magnetization configurations
of the tip and the sample magnetization are shown, spin- and energy-conservation is assumed.
ρ↑,↓ denote the DOS of the respective electrode and its subband (spin up or spin down).
(A) The parallel configuration of tip and sample magnetization. The applied bias voltage U

shifts the Fermi energy EF of the electrodes with respect to another. Since many empty states
are existent in the sample, many ↓ electrons can tunnel from the tip to the sample side and a
high tunnel current I↑↑ can be detected. (B) The antiparallel configuration. In this case fewer
empty states are available on the sample side for the ↑ electrons, resulting in a smaller tunnel
current I↑↓. In both cases the contribution of the ↑ electrons to the tunnel current is small.

distance d0, leads to alternating tunnel currents I↑↓ and I↑↑, according to the
changing terrace magnetization orientation with respect to the tip magnetization.
As a consequence, the topographic SP-STM images taken in the constant current
mode show alternating step heights h1 and h2 because the feedback loop adjusts
the tip-sample distance alternating between d1 = d0+∆d1 and d2 = d0−∆d2 (B).
The apparent step heights are thus h1 = h+∆d1 +∆d2 and h2 = h−∆d1 −∆d2
with h as the real step height. In the limit of low bias, the distance adjustment
∆d = ∆d1 + ∆d2 can be used to determine the effective polarization P of the
tunnel junction by

P =
exp (A

√
φ∆d)− 1

exp (A
√
φ∆d) + 1

, (2.20)

with φ as local barrier height and the constant A = 1.025 eV−1/2Å
−1

[16].

Wortmann and coworkers applied the Tersoff-Hamann model to the case of spin-
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Figure 2.6: (A) Schematic drawing of the Cr(001) surface as a topological antiferromagnet.
Each terrace is ferromagnetic and adjacent terraces are magnetized antiparallel. (B) In SP-
STM measurements at constant current the step height h appears alternating between h1 and
h2. Scanning at a constant tip-sample distance d0 (orange line) leads to alternating tunnel
currents I↑↑ and I↑↓.

polarized STM [26]. Under the assumption of a constant spin-up and spin-down
tip DOS (n↑,↓(E) = const.) the tunnel current I is derived to be:

I(~r0, U, θ) = I0(~r0, U) + ISP (~r0, U, θ) ∝ ntñs(~r0, U) + ~mt ~̃ms(~r0, U) . (2.21)

The tunnel current can be divided into an unpolarized part I0 and a spin-polarized
contribution ISP . The unpolarized current can be expressed by the non-spin-
polarized LDOS of the tip nt and the energy-integrated LDOS of the sample,
ñs(~r0, U) =

∫ eU

EF
ns(~r0, E)dE. The spin-polarized current is proportional to the

vector of the spin-polarized tip LDOS, ~mt = (n↑ − n↓)~et with ~et as magnetiza-
tion axis of the tip, and the corresponding energy-integrated spin-polarized LDOS
of the sample, ~̃ms(~r0, U) =

∫ eU

EF
~ms(~r0, E)dE. For a non spin-polarized case, the

second term vanishes and the equation reduces to the result of the original Tersoff-
Hamann model.

Thus, the unpolarized part of the tunnel current depends on the integrated sample
LDOS at the position of the tip ñs, and the polarized part on the projection of
the integrated spin-polarized LDOS of the sample ~̃ms on the direction of the tip
magnetization. Whereas ñs, and therefore I0, always increases with bias voltage,
~̃ms and ISP can remain constant, or even decrease and vanish. Thus, constant
current images might provide no or only small magnetic contrast. An alternative
way to image different magnetic configurations is to record maps of differential
conductance dI/dU :

dI

dU
(~r0, U) ∝ ntns(~r0, U) + ~mt ~ms(~r0, U) . (2.22)
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A comparison of Equation (2.21) with Equation (2.22) reveals that the former
energy-integrated LDOS of the sample enters now directly: The differential con-
ductance is proportional to ns and ~ms at the energy EF + eU . Choosing U in
the experiment such as to maximize ~mt ~ms results in reasonable magnetic con-
trast in the signal of differential conductance. A recent overview on the topic of
spin-polarized STM can be found in [27].

2.5 Experimental realization

In most STM experiments, the probe tip scans a surface at constant current.
The tunnel current was shown in the last sections to depend exponentially on
the tip-sample distance. Hence, a crucial part in the experimental realization is
the control of the tip position above the sample surface: The tip-sample distance
must be controlled to a high precision, as well as the lateral tip position in x and
y direction. This is realized by mounting the tip in a piezoelectric tube scanner,
or piezo tube.

The piezoelectric effect was first observed 1880 by Pierre and Jacques Curie, who
discovered the generation of electric charge that resulted from applying stress to
a quartz plate. The inverse piezoelectric effect, a deformation of the quartz plate
due to voltage application, was confirmed two years later. In 1986, Binnig and
Smith invented the piezoelectric tube scanner utilizing this inverse effect [28]. A
tube made of piezoelectric material is metalized outside and inside, with the coat-
ing outside divided into four sections. Two opposing electrodes are connected to
the x voltage, the other two to the y voltage, and the inner part to z voltage. If
a voltage between the outer x electrodes is applied, one electrode experiences a
positive stress (pressure) and elongates, while the respectively other one experi-
ences a negative stress (tension) and contracts, depending on the polarity. As a
result the tube is bent along the x direction. The same holds for the y direction,
whereas a z elongation or contraction is achieved by biasing the inner versus the
outer electrodes.

Figure 2.7 shows the basic setup to perform STM topography measurements in
the constant current mode. A bias voltage U between tip and sample is applied
and the tip-sample distance lowered until a tunnel current I begins to flow. The
tip is mounted on a piezoelectric tube scanner (yellow) for a precise positioning.
The lateral tip site is altered by a raster scan generator biasing the outer tube
scanner electrodes. A feedback loop keeps the tunnel current I constant by ad-
justing the vertical tip position. For a chemically homogeneous sample, the tip
sample distance, here notated as ∆z, is constant, and the tip movement follows
the surface topography. A computer records for each scan line the horizontal and
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Figure 2.7: Scanning tunneling microscopy in the constant current mode. For a measurement
mapping the sample surface, the tip is moved by the raster scan generator of the measurement
control system laterally over the surface, while the tip-sample distance z is regulated by a
feedback loop keeping the tunnel current constant at a chosen value. Mapping the change in
z height as a function of x and y reveals the so-called “topography” images, areas of constant
sample LDOS.

vertical tip movement and assembles the tip height information as a function of
the lateral tip position to a color-coded topography image of the surface.

The piezo tube usually has a z range well below a micrometer. Thus, an additional
position mechanism is necessary for the coarse approach between tip and sample.
To implement this approach the piezo tube scanner is integrated into a sapphire
prism that can be driven by a piezoelectrical step motor towards the sample, or
away from it. Six shear piezos are glued on the inside of the microscope’s body,
holding the sapphire prism. A so-called stick-slip motion is achieved when an
asymmetric saw-tooth voltage is applied to the piezos: during the slow voltage
slope the piezos shear slowly and the prism follows the motion (stick). On the
steep voltage slope the piezos relax too fast for the prism to follow with its inertial
mass, and the piezos slip along it’s surface. The frequency and amplitude of the
saw-tooth voltage determines travel time and step size. In our experimental setup
the voltage ramps are repeated at a frequency of 0.5 to 1 kHz with a total travel
way of 20 mm. Apart from a coarse approach this long travel way allows for a
fast in-situ exchange mechanism of the probe tip (see chapter 4).
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Chapter 3

The theory of spin torque
magnetization switching

A spin-polarized current can transfer a spin angular momentum to a ferromag-
net and reverse the magnetization orientation by the exerted spin-transfer torque.
The discovery of the spin-transfer effect in magnetic multilayer structures, first
treated theoretically 1996 by Berger and Slonczewski [5, 6], lead to a variety of
experiments [29–31] and technical applications like the development of spin-torque
switched magnetic tunnel junctions for MRAM devices [11].
This chapter is dedicated to the theoretical background of spin-transfer torque,
also called spin torque (ST) magnetization switching. We will start with a sum-
mary of the physical idea behind the spin-transfer effect. This concept will then
be applied to magnetic multilayer structures before presenting the results of Slon-
czewski’s pioneering theoretical treatment of spin-transfer torques in magnetic
tunnel junctions. In the last section the phenomenologic Landau-Lifshitz equa-
tion will be introduced and augmented to examine the effect of a spin-polarized
current on the magnetization dynamics of a macro-spin.

3.1 The spin-transfer effect

This section will summarize the physical idea of the spin-transfer effect. For a de-
tailed quantum-mechanical treatment please refer to the work of Luc Berger [5],
or Stiles and Zangwill [32].
Consider a spin-polarized current I impinging perpendicularly on a thin ferromag-
netic layer along the y− z plane (see Fig. 3.1). The layer is magnetized along +z
direction, and the current is polarized at an angle θ to the layer moments. The
wave function of the incoming electrons can then be described by a superposition
of basis states with spins in +z direction (+) and spins in −z direction (−). At the
interface of the magnetic layer, the electrons will be either reflected or transmitted.
Calculating the scattered states by solving the Schroedinger equation separately
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Figure 3.1: Spin torque generation
by spin transfer. A spin-polarized cur-
rent impinges perpendicularly on a thin
ferromagnetic layer F magnetized along
+z direction. The current is polarized
at an angle θ to the layer moments. For
F being a perfect spin filter, the spins
aligned parallel with the layers magne-
tization are completely transmitted and
those aligned antiparallel are reflected.
The component perpendicular to the
layer moments is absorbed and genera-
tes an effective torque ∝ sin θ on the
layer (blue arrow).

for spin-up and spin-down components, one finds that the transmitted + and −
components do not propagate with the same wave vector ~k due to band splitting
inside the ferromagnet. Furthermore, the transmission and reflection amplitudes
T and R, which are determined by the magnitude of the potential step at the
interface, differ for the two spin orientations. The magnet acts as a spin filter.
Knowing the spin-dependent transmission T+,− and reflection amplitudes R+,−,
one can calculate the incoming, reflected and transmitted spin current density. It
turns out that the longitudinal spin current is conserved (parallel to the z direc-
tion), but the transverse spin current, i.e. perpendicular to the z direction, is not.
The latter instead shows a discontinuity that gives rise to a spin torque acting on
the magnet.
Assuming the case of the magnet being a perfect spin filter, spins aligned with the
layer moments will be completely transmitted (T+ = 1, R+ = 0), while antiparal-
lel spins are completely reflected (R− = 1, T− = 0, see Fig. 3.1). The component
of the incident electron flux perpendicular to the magnetization with magnitude
∝ sin θ will be absorbed in the magnetic layer by exchange interaction of the con-
ducting electrons and the magnetic moments of the layer. The resulting torque Γ
is ∝ sin θ · I and attempts to align the moments of the layer with the polariza-
tion of the incident current. Thus, it can be utilized to revert the magnetization
direction of the ferromagnetic layer.

3.2 Spin-transfer torque switching in multilayer

structures

A current of unpolarized electrons generates no torque from the spin filter effect.
Therefore, another ferromagnetic layer is necessary to first polarize the current
before it impinges upon the target ferromagnetic layer. Then a spin angular
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Figure 3.2: Principle of spin transfer torque switching in a ferromagnet- normal metal - ferro-
magnet (F-N-F) junction. F1 and F2 are magnetized along ~m1 and ~m2, respectively. (A) When
the electron current is injected from the left, electrons will pass first through F1 and reach F2
polarized along ~m1, tempting to align its magnetic moments parallel to ~m1. F1 experiences a
torque, too, by the electrons reflected at the N-F2 interface, but its high anisotropy will prevent
magnetization reversal. (B) Current reversal: Electrons passing first F2 will impinge on F1
polarized along ~m2. The reflected electrons will exert a torque to align ~m2 antiparallel with
respect to ~m1.

momentum is transferred from the first layer to the electron current by polarizing
it. Afterwards, the electrons transfer the momentum to the second magnetic layer
by exerting a spin-transfer torque. Additionally, the two magnetic layers allow for
multiple scattering events of the electrons between them. This is indispensable to
achieve magnetization reversal into the antiparallel configuration as will be shown
in the following.
Figure 3.2 shows a ferromagnet - normal metal - ferromagnet (F-N-F) junction.
The thick ferromagnet (F1) is magnetized along ~m1 and serves as a spin filter, the
second ferromagnet (F2) is magnetized along ~m2 and shall be the target of spin
torque switching. Both F1 and F2 are contacted by normal metallic leads. An
unpolarized current is injected from the left into the trilayer structure (A). The
electrons pass first through F1 and are polarized along ~m1. If the normal spacer
N is thinner than the spin-diffusion length, the spin-polarization of the current
will be preserved when reaching the second layer F2 and the current will exert a
torque Γ on the magnetic moment of F2 attempting to align ~m2 with ~m1. In turn,
the electrons reflected at the N-F2 interface are aligned antiparallel to ~m2 and
therefore exert a torque trying to align ~m1 antiparallel with ~m2 when impinging
on F1. Here the different thickness of the two layers comes into play: The high
anisotropy of the thick F1 will hold its magnetization orientation along ~m1. In
literature this layer is therefore referred to as the fixed layer. However, the torque
Γ on F2 is of interest here: If it is high enough to overcome the anisotropy forces
of F2, it leads to magnetization reversal resulting in parallel alignment of ~m2 and
~m1.
If the current is reversed, the direction of spin torque is reversed, too (Fig. 3.2
(B)). The electrons pass first through F2 and impinge, polarized along ~m2, on
F1. As explained before, the magnetization orientation of F1 will stay fixed. The
reflected electrons will, however, be polarized antiparallel to ~m1 and exert a torque
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Figure 3.3: (A) Magnetic tunnel junction consisting of two ferromagnetic layers Fl,r and
insulator I. The total current density J flows from the left to the right electrode. (B) Equivalent
circuit to spin-channel currents.

on F2 to align its magnetic moment antiparallel with respect to ~m1. In conclusion,
the current reversal leads to a sign reversal of the exerted torque favoring an
antiparallel configuration of ~m1 and ~m2. This asymmetry of the spin transfer
torque with respect to the current bias is an important signature distinguishing it
from the torques generated by the Oersted field of the electric current.

3.3 Slonczewski’s torque in magnetic tunnel junc-

tions

This section will summarize the results of the theoretical work by Slonczewski
[33], who examined the torque in magnetic tunnel junctions by applying Bardeen’s
transfer-Hamiltonian method [22].
Imagine two ferromagnetic films separated by a thin nonmagnetic layer (Fig. 3.3

(A)). The left and right ferromagnetic films Fl,r exhibit the magnetizations ~Ml,r

along the unit vectors ~nl and ~nr, respectively, enclosing the angle θ = cos−1 ~nr ·~nl.
The application of an external voltage V leads to an electric current flowing with
the density J = J0(1 + ι cos θ) through this structure. J0 denotes the unpolarized
current, and ι the dimensionless coefficient of magnetoconduction, which is related
to the polarization of the two magnetic electrodes. ~Jl,± = Jl,±~nl denotes the left
electric current density in the ± (up/down) spin-channel flowing through plane

A, and ~Jr,± = Jr,±~nr the right one flowing through plane B. Figure 3.3 (B) shows
an equivalent circuit diagram for spin-channel currents. The tunnel current inside
the insulating barrier separates into elastic channels with spin conservation ( ~J+,+

and ~J−,−) and inelastic channels ( ~J+,− and ~J−,+). The conservation of the angular

momentum requires that the sum of the interfacial torques ~Γl,r equals the net rate
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of spin current flowing into the region bounded by A and B:

~Γl + ~Γr =
~

2e
[(Jl,+ − Jl,−)~nl − (Jr,+ − Jr,−)~nr] , (3.1)

where the factor ~

2e
converts the electric current into one of spin momentum.

Adaption of Bardeen’s transfer-Hamiltonian method to this spin-dependent case
allows the calculation of the spin-channel current density. As a result one finds

~Γr =
~

2e
· τrJ0~nr × (~nl × ~nr) , (3.2)

and
~Γl =

~

2e
· τlJ0~nl × (~nr × ~nl) , (3.3)

or

Γr = − ~

2e
· τrJ0 sin(θ) , (3.4)

and

Γl = − ~

2e
· τlJ0 sin(θ) , (3.5)

where τr,l are dimensionless torque coefficients. If the inter-channel particle cur-

rents ~J+,− and ~J−,+ are separable into left- and right-dependent factors, the torque
coefficient of one electrode τi is equal to the tunnel polarization Pj of the other
electrode, i.e.

τr = Pl and τl = Pr . (3.6)

3.4 Magnetization dynamics

in the macro-spin model

The model of a macro-spin is often applied to describe the dynamics of a nanomag-
net. The magnetization of a particle is assumed to be homogeneously magnetized
and to behave like a single giant magnetic moment, with the total moment given
by the sum of the individual magnetic moments of the atoms of the particle. The
following theoretical descriptions will follow the overview given in [34].
An electron current I spin-polarized along ~ns impinging on a macro-spin with
magnetization ~m along ~nm exerts the torque ~Γs:

~Γs = g(~nm, ~ns)
~ηI

2e
~nm × (~ns × ~nm) , (3.7)

where η =
I↑−I↓
I↑+I↓

is the spin-polarization factor of the polarizing magnet given by

its majority and minority spin currents I↑ and I↓, and e is the electron charge
(see section 3.3, and [6]). The scalar function g(~nm, ~ns) denotes a prefactor that
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Figure 3.4: Spin transfer
torque in the macro-spin model.
The magnetization ~m precesses
around the effective field ~Heff.
An incoming current spin-
polarized along ~ns generates
a spin-transfer torque ~Γs that
competes here with the damping
torque ~Γd. If the spin torque
overcompensates the damping
Γs > Γd the precession cone
angle will increase.

takes into account the angular dependence of the efficiency of the spin-angular
momentum transfer. In the following discussion we will assume g(~nm, ~ns) ≡ 1,
which describes a redirection of the current polarization and total absorption of
its transverse angular momentum by the macro-spin.
The phenomenological Landau-Lifshitz (LL) equation [35] can be used to describe
the magnetization dynamics of the macro-spin magnetization ~m as

1

γ

d~m

dt
= ~m×

[

~Heff −
α

m
~m× ~Heff

]

, (3.8)

with γ = gµB

~
as the gyromagnetic ratio and α as the phenomenological LL damp-

ing coefficient. ~Heff includes all magnetic fields acting effectively on the macro-
spin, such as an uniaxial anisotropy field ~HK, or an applied external magnetic field
~H. The first term in Equation (3.8) is the so-called precession term, which causes
the magnetization of the macro-spin to precess around the effective magnetic field.
The second term describes a damping of this motion, a torque ~Γd trying to align
~m with ~Heff. Including the spin-transfer torque of Eq. (3.7) into this equation
gives

1

γ

d~m

dt
= ~m×

[

~Heff −
α

m
~m×

(

~Heff + ~Hs

)]

, (3.9)

where the spin torque enters the second addend as an additional field ~Hs along
the spin-polarization direction ~ns:

~Hs =
~ηI

2emα
~ns .

Figure 3.4 depicts the resulting dynamics: The magnetization ~m precesses around
the effective field ~Heff (first term in Equation (3.9)). Additionally, damping torque
~Γd and spin-transfer torque ~Γs are acting (second term). The damping torque ~Γd

attempts to align ~m with ~Heff. Depending on the polarization direction of the
incoming current, the spin torque can assist this damping, or compete with it,
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as shown in Fig. 3.4. If the spin torque overcompensates the damping torque
Γs > Γd, the precession cone angle will increase and magnetization reversal be-
comes possible.

Finite-temperature effects

The effect of finite temperature T on the macro-spin can be described by adding
a Langevin random field HL to the effective field term of the LL equation [36].
The fluctuating random forces due to thermal agitation can be described by

HL,i =

√

2αkBT

γm
· hran,i(t), i = x, y, z , (3.10)

where each component i has its own Gaussian random function hran(t) that fulfills

〈hran,i(t)〉 = 0. If only an additional anisotropy field ~HK is acting, the LL equation
reads

1

γ

d~m

dt
= ~m×

[

~HK + ~HL −
α

m
~m× ~HK

]

. (3.11)

This equation describes the thermally activated dynamics of a macro-spin in a
potential well given by the anisotropy field ~HK: The magnetization ~m fluctuates
around a minimum, seeing a potential barrier height Eb. Equation (3.11) holds
for the case, where Eb ≫ kBT . The finite mean lifetime τ̄ of the macro-spin
remaining in the potential well then follows the Boltzmann statistics:

τ̄ = τ0 exp

[

Eb

kBT

]

, (3.12)

with τ0 ∝ (γHK)
−1 as the reciprocal attempt frequency [36]. Adding the spin-

torque term now leads to

1

γ

d~m

dt
= ~m×

[

~HK + ~HL −
α

m
~m×

(

~HK + ~Hs

)]

. (3.13)

If ~HK and ~Hs are collinear, HK +Hs(Icrit) = 0 describes a stability boundary: If
the current I exceeds the critical current

Icrit = −2emα

~η
HK ,

a net gain of the precession cone angle results and reversal of the magnetic moment
can occur. We can rewrite Eq.(3.13) such that

1

γ

d~m

dt
= ~m×

[

~HK + ~HL −
α̃

m
~m× ~HK

]

, (3.14)
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Figure 3.5: Impact of the
spin-transfer torque on the
macro-spin dynamics in a po-
tential landscape of an uniaxial
anisotropy field. In absence
of a spin-polarized current,
both magnetization states are
degenerate (dashed line) and the
energy barrier Eb needs to be
overcome for magnetization re-
versal. The spin torque exerted
by a polarized current modifies
the effective energy barrier for
both states by ± I

Icrit
Eb. Thus

one state is favored against the
other and the mean lifetime for
both states will differ.

where

α̃ = α

(

1 +
Hs

HK

)

= α

(

1− I

Icrit

)

.

This notation makes clear that the spin-transfer torque term modifies the effective
damping of the magnet. Beyond the critical current Icrit the effective damping
becomes negative: instead of shrinking the precession cone angle, deviations from
the equilibrium positions are amplified and magnetization reversal can occur. To
maintain the validity of the Langevin random field HL in Eq.(3.10) when replacing
α by α̃, one introduces a fictitious temperature T̃ the macro-spin experiences, such
as αT = α̃T̃ . For the mean lifetime τ̄ this leads to [37]

τ̄ = τ0 exp

[

Eb

kBT̃

]

= τ0 exp

[

Eb

kBT

α̃

α

]

(3.15)

= τ0 exp

[

Eb

kBT

(

1− I

Icrit

)]

. (3.16)

Equation (3.16) shows that the spin-transfer excitation of the macro-spin by the
spin-polarized current can be regarded as an effective energy barrier modification

Eb → Eb ·
(

1− I
Icrit

)

. Depending on the current sign, the spin torque will stabilize

(I < 0) or destabilize (I > 0) the magnetization ~m by increasing or decreasing
the effective energy barrier by ± I

Icrit
Eb, respectively.
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Chapter 4

Experimental setup and
preparation of tip and sample

A scanning tunneling microscope is a compact instrument, usually about the size
of a beverage can. However, to perform reproducible measurements on the atomic
scale the experimental setup must fulfill high demands. For the experiments pre-
sented here, the most important conditions are:

◮ a high level of cleanliness and purity,

◮ a maximal thermal stability, and

◮ variable temperatures.

Normal atmosphere can be excluded as possible experimental environment: sur-
faces exposed to air are covered within very short time with water and isolating
oxide layers making SP-STM experiments unfeasible. To achieve the required con-
dition of high cleanliness, the setup has to allow for preparation and analysis within
vacuum. Ultra-high vacuum conditions (UHV) with pressures p ≤ 10−9mbar are
therefore utilized. A flow cryostat operating with liquid helium allows for temper-
ature control. The following sections will give insight into the experimental setup
and the tip and sample preparation methods used for the presented studies.

4.1 The UHV chamber system

To ensure a high degree of cleanliness all experiments are performed in an UHV
chamber system based on a commercial system designed by the company Omi-
cron [38]. It consists of four different chambers connected by manually operated
UHV valves (Fig. 4.1):

◮ the load lock,
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◮ the preparation chamber,

◮ the analysis chamber, and

◮ the dosing chamber (not used here).

Linear manipulators enable the transfer of tips and samples within the system.
Autonomous operation of each chamber is realized by the usage of several vacuum
pumps: The load lock can be evacuated independently from the residual system
by a membrane and a turbo pump. This small chamber enables tip and sample
transfer into and out of the UHV system without breaking system vacuum. The
two main chambers, the preparation and analysis chambers, are each equipped
with an ion-getter pump and a titanium sublimation pump (TSP) and will be
introduced in the following section in more detail.

4.1.1 Preparation chamber

Tip and sample preparations take place within the preparation chamber (Fig. 4.1,
top). This part of the system contains a home-built electron beam heater that
can achieve temperatures of up to T = 2400K which are required for the cleaning
procedure of W(110) (see section 4.3). For heating, the tip or sample holder is
positioned on a tungsten wire stage above a tungsten filament that acts as cath-
ode. The wire stage is connected to high voltage (UHV ≤ 2000V) and the filament
powered by a DC current (Ifil = 3.1A): The heated filament emits electrons that
are accelerated by the high voltage towards the tip or sample holder. This elec-
tron bombardment leads to the desired heating. An infra-red pyrometer is used
to check the obtained temperature through a viewport.
For material deposition, the tip and the sample are positioned with a (x,y,z) ma-
nipulator in front of water-cooled evaporation guns. The material to be deposited
is heated by electron bombardment. Additional heating of the housing is prevented
by water-cooled copper shields. This hinders desorption of undesired additional
adsorbates which reduce the film quality. The evaporation rates are calibrated
by depositing submonolayer amounts of the respective material onto the W(110)
surface and evaluating the coverage by STM measurements. Chromium is evapo-
rated at a rate of 9 ML/minute from a crucible, iron at a rate of 1.2 ML/minute
from a wire. A valve connected to an oxygen vessel allows for O2 dosing which
is necessary for the tungsten cleaning procedure as will be discussed in section 4.3.

4.1.2 Analysis chamber

The analysis chamber (Fig. 4.1, bottom) contains the core of the apparatus, the
variable-temperature (VT) STM, in a satellite chamber. This instrument will be
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Figure 4.1: Bird’s eye view of the chamber system. Top: Preparation chamber for the tip and
sample preparation. It is equipped with an electron beam heater to heat samples and tips within
the cleaning procedures. Three evaporators allow for covering the cleaned tips and samples with
different materials. The considerably smaller load lock chamber enables to transfer tips and
samples from and into the chamber system. Bottom: Analysis chamber connected by a transfer
valve. It contains a LEED/Auger unit and the VT-STM in a satellite chamber.

introduced in the following section in detail. LEED and Auger setups are also
integrated in this chamber for further surface analysis.
A (x,y,z) manipulator is installed to receive the tips and samples coming via a
transfer valve from the preparation chamber. The manipulator includes a second
resistive heater to enable the annealing of the tip or the sample at lower pressures
than in the preparation chamber. The tip and sample holders can be brought
from this manipulator by a wobble stick directly into the STM, or left for storage
in a carousel.
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Since any mechanical vibration has to be avoided during the measurements this
chamber is evacuated by pumps without mechanically moving parts: a TSP and
an ion-getter pump. The base pressure within this chamber is ≤ 2× 10−11 mbar.

A liquid He flow cryostat manufactured by the company CryoVac is used to achieve
variable temperatures for the experiments [39]. Liquid helium is provided by mo-
bile He dewars (100 l or 250 l) that can be attached by a transfer tube to the flow
cryostat of the system. An oil-less rotary vane pump behind the cryostat sucks the
cooling liquid through the apparatus. The helium flux and therewith the temper-
ature is regulated in first instance by two manually operated mechanical valves
within the line. A laminar helium flow is desired since a turbulent flow causes
mechanical vibrations and unsteady heat transport. The helium coming from the
dewar is lead by a He-line to a heat exchanger mounted near the microscope.
Highly flexible copper braids provide the last centimeters of cooling connection
from here to the STM. The braids consist of about 800 silver plated copper wires,
each of them with a diameter of ≈ 0.05mm. Their flexibility prevents vibration
transmission from the cryostat to the microscope. At the heat exchanger the tem-
perature Tex is measured with a Si-diode. An integrated heater regulated by a
PID temperature controller is used to stabilize the temperature. The helium con-
sumption is minimized by regulating the helium flow by the valve setting such as
to achieve a temperature only slightly below the desired value. The PID controller
then regulates the heating power to achieve the desired temperature.

4.2 The microscope

The microscope is specifically designed to study temperature dependent magnetic
phenomena at operation temperatures ranging from 20 to 300K. In contrast to
standard variable-temperature instruments, the whole microscope including the
tip is cooled. This has multiple advantages: there is a better energy resolu-
tion and a reduced thermal drift between the tip and the sample. Further, an
increased range of possible tip coating materials is achieved, since Curie- or Néel-
temperatures of magnetic ultra-thin films are often below room temperature. The
materials used to build the microscope have been chosen carefully to fulfill a com-
promise of several requirements and properties, such as UHV compatibility and
similar thermal expansion coefficients. A more detailed description on these as-
pects can be found in the Ph.D. thesis of Thorben Hänke [40].

The instrument is mounted within a shield to protect it from the thermal radi-
ation of the surroundings. To thermally decouple the microscope from its radi-
ation shield, ruby balls are clamped between the microscope and the top of the
radiation shield realizing thereby point contacts with minimal thermal transmis-
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Figure 4.2: (A) Base flange and content of the satellite chamber without outer walls. The
microscope is mounted on a base plate that is either mechanically fixed for tip and sample ex-
change or stabilized against mechanical vibrations by metal leads and an eddy current damping.
A heat exchanger connects the radiation shield of the microscope with the flow cryostat. A door
in the radiation shield allows to exchange tip and samples from the inner laying STM. Ruby
balls are used to thermally disconnect the radiation shield from the base plate.
(B) The STM outside its radiation shield. The sample holder is mounted above the tip such as
the sample is inserted upside down for the measurements. An one euro cent coin gives a notion
of the instrument’s size.

sion (see Figure 4.3). The copper braids coming from the heat exchanger are fed
through small openings in the radiation shield and are screwed to the microscope’s
body. The radiation shield is cooled additionally via a second copper braid by the
flow cryostat exhaust. In this configuration the instrument can be operated at
a constant temperature of approximately TSTM ≈ Tex + 14K. The temperature
is monitored by an GaAs/GaAlAs diode mounted close to the sample holder on
the STM body. When starting a cooling procedure the temperature of the heat
exchanger decreases quickly while the microscope’s temperature follows with some
delay. The STM-body cools down at a rate of approximately 150K/h and reaches
a stable base temperature of T = 18K after about two hours.

For a vibrational isolation the radiation shield is mounted on a massive copper
plate (300 mm diameter, 30 mm thickness) that is suspended by four metal springs.
During the experiments an eddy current damping decouples the base plate with
the instrument from mechanical vibrations of the rest of the setup. The low reso-
nance frequency of this damping system, in combination with the high resonance
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Figure 4.3: Schematic drawing of the STM. View of the microscope from outside (left) and
cross sectional view of the instrument in its radiation shield (right). Ruby balls realize point
contacts between the microscope’s upper plate and the top of the shield for thermal isolation. A
cooling connection is responsible for the heat transport to the heat exchanger. The samples are
inserted upside down into the sample holder above the tip. The sapphire prism including the
tube scanner is hold by a pressing spring within the STM body. Outermost part is the radiation
shield.

frequency of the microscope itself, is an effective filter against external, mechani-
cal noise.

A door within the radiation shield allows for a sample and tip exchanging with
the wobble stick without breaking vacuum. The in-situ tip exchange mechanism
is based on a development by Daniel Haude [41]. Since it is an essential part of
the tunnel junction, the coarse approach mechanism that moves the tip towards
the sample needs to be mechanically stable. Therefore a piezoelectrically driven
stepper motor is used. It is built in the walker design and operated in the slip-stick
mode (see section 2.5). A first rough approach between sample and tip is done
manually by operating the piezoelectrical step motor with a remote control box
while observing the decreasing tip-sample distance by means of a camera and a
monitor. The final approach into tunnel contact is subsequently performed in an
automatic approach mode of the STM control unit.
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The microscope is operated by an electronic control unit called Scala manufac-
tured by the Omicron company [38]. A graphical user interface provided by a
commercial software on a workstation allows the user to operate the unit for STM
measurements. The Scala electronics is connected directly with the microscope to
operate the piezoelectric drives and the tube scanner. Additional instruments are
used to augment the Scala capabilities to apply high currents and voltages. To
achieve tunnel currents above 50 nA (the limit of the original Scala electronics)
a commercial current-to-voltage amplifier is utilized [42]. Further, a home-built
voltage amplifier is integrated into the setup that allows for bias voltages of up to
Ubias = 36V for measurements (not used here). The dI/dU signal is recorded dur-
ing the measurements simultaneously with the topography channel using a com-
mercial lock-in amplifier [43]. Therefore, a modulation voltage of Umod = 40mV
with a frequency of either f = 3.333 kHz or 4.333 kHz is imposed upon the bias
voltage.
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4.3 Tip and sample preparation

As mentioned before, a high level of cleanliness is necessary to allow for SP-STM
measurements on the atomic scale. This section is dedicated to the preparation of
the magnetic tips and samples. To ensure a high purity, most of the preparation
is performed in-situ as will be explained in the following section.

4.3.1 Tip preparation

An essential requirement for SP-STM measurements is the magnetic probe tip
generating a spin-polarized current. Hence the preparation of an electronically
and magnetically stable probe tip is a crucial part of the experiment. Several
approaches to achieve suitable probe tips have been explored [44]. The currently
most common way to produce such a tip is to use magnetic tip material. The
STM probe tips are then either:

◮ directly made from bulk magnetic material [45, 46],

◮ made from a non-magnetic material (for instance W or PtIr) and subse-
quently covered by an ultrathin magnetic film [47, 48], or

◮ made from a non-magnetic material with a magnetic atom or cluster at-
tached on the foremost tip apex [19].

For the experiments presented here the second approach listed, the deposition of
a thin magnetic film on a non-magnetic tip, was chosen.

Ex-situ preparation

Starting point of the preparation procedure is the AC-electrochemical etching of a
nonmagnetic tungsten tip. A polycrystalline tungsten wire of 0.8mm diameter is
sharpened in a sodium hydroxide solution (8g NaOH per 100ml H2O, Uetch = 5V).
The tip obtained is then clamped into a tip holder and transfered for the subse-
quent in-situ preparation with a tip shuttle into the UHV chamber system.

In-situ preparation

Before coating the tip with magnetic material, it is flashed with the electron beam
heater to a temperature of T = 1500K to remove oxides and any further contami-
nents left from the etching procedure. This cleaning leads to a better adhesion of
the magnetic thin film onto the tip.
The type of magnetic material and the amount deposited onto the tip determines
the magnetic sensitivity of the tip [27]. To achieve a magnetic tip with in-plane
magnetic sensitivity, several hundred monolayers of chromium are evaporated onto
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Figure 4.4: (A) Topography image and (B) dI/dU map of the bare W(110) surface after a
cleaning procedure (I = 2nA, U = −200mV, T = 45K).

the tip. Subsequently annealing for t = 4min at T = 550K leads to a stable mag-
netic film at the tip apex. The absence of a significant stray field due to the
antiferromagnetic tip material chosen here avoids unwanted magnetic interactions
of tip and sample.

Sometimes tip artifacts such as a diffuse or blurred sample surface appear on the
images during the STM measurements due to a blunt tip structure. Then an
additional tip preparation is necessary that preferably avoids the removal of the
tip from the microscope. To modify the tip while it is in tunnel contact with the
sample, short bias voltage pulses of up to 10Volts can be applied. This leads to a
rearrangement of the foremost tip atoms or the deposition of a small amount of
tip material onto the sample surface. The new tip apex created can then be used
for experiments on a clean sample site [49].

4.3.2 Sample preparation

The W(110) surface is a popular substrate for experiments with epitaxially grown
nanostructures and thin films since intermixing is strongly reduced and evaporated
metals are easy to remove after the experiment. Tungsten is a transition metal
that crystallizes in a body-centered cubic (bcc) structure with a lattice constant
of a = 0.316 nm. Among the pure metals tungsten has the highest melting point
of Tmelt = 3695K at ambient pressure.
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The whole substrate preparation is performed in-situ in the preparation cham-
ber at a base pressure of p ≤ 1 × 10−9mbar. The W(110) substrate used in our
experiments is cleaned by cycles of annealing in O2 atmosphere (T = 1500K for
30 minutes) and a subsequent short high temperature flash (T = 2300K)[50]. A
clean surface is achieved by gradually reducing the oxygen partial pressure from
pO2 = 2×10−6mbar in the first annealing cycle to pO2 = 4×10−8mbar in the last
cycle. During this annealing, carbon, the main impurity in tungsten, segregates
inside the crystal to the surface. It reacts with the oxygen on the surface, forms
CO and CO2 and desorbs leaving a carbon depletion zone below the surface. The
simultaneously oxidized tungsten surface is then cleaned by thermal desorption
during the high temperature flash.

These oxygen annealing cycles are only necessary from time to time. Once the W
crystal underwent this thorough cleaning procedure, high temperature flashs are
for a time sufficient to remove the iron deposited for the experiments. However,
over the time impurities coming from the experimental environment and segregat-
ing from the deeper crystal layers slowly accumulate again on the sample surface.
Then, after 10 to 20 single-flash surface treatments, the crystal has to pass again
multiple cycles of oxygen annealing.

Figure 4.4 shows STM overview images of a bare W(110) surface after a cleaning
procedure. The topography image shows several tungsten terraces separated by
monatomic step edges running along the [001] direction (A). Residual impurities
are more apparent in the dI/dU map (B). Approximately N = 300 adatoms can
be identified on the tungsten surface. This is a small value in comparison with the
number of W atoms forming this surface area (NW ≈ 1.7 ·105). The impurity den-
sity is thus below 0.2 %. The dI/dU map additionally reveals a spatial modulation
of the local density of states at the step edges. This interference pattern appears
only on a clean W(110) surface with a defect densities below 1% and originates
from the reflection of electronic states at the step edges. A combined work of
tunneling spectroscopy measurements and density functional theory calculations
reveals that a downwards dispersing surface resonance of pz-dxz-type character is
responsible for this observation [50].
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Chapter 5

The sample system - Fe/W(110)

The detailed understanding of magnetism in reduced dimensions is a very active
field in solid-state research. Today’s preparational techniques allow the formation
of nanostructures that show considerably different magnetic properties than their
respective bulk counterparts.
In the research field of surfaces and thin films, the choice of the substrate and
growth conditions are the main parameters to determine the properties of the
resulting structure. The system of Fe on W(110) has therefore been subject of
many experimental and theoretical studies in the past. Its easy preparation and
rich variety of structural, electronic and magnetic properties make it a very pop-
ular sample system for SP-STM studies in particular. This chapter will give
an overview of the knowledge about the growth and the magnetism of iron on
tungsten so far, and focuses in the end on the structures under investigation: Fe
monolayer islands on the W(110) surface.

Growth

Bulk iron and tungsten both exhibit a bcc crystal structure with lattice constants
aFe = 2.8665 Å and aW = 3.165 Å, respectively, as sketched in Fig. 5.1(A). The
lattice mismatch of aW−aFe

aW
= 9.4% leads to a high strain at low coverages and

essentially determines the growth of the first atomic layers of iron on tungsten.
The first monolayer (ML) grows pseudomorphically on W(110), i.e. following the
underlying tungsten lattice structure. The growth mode is thereby determined by
the temperature during or after deposition: At room temperature iron grows as
monolayer islands and as step edge decoration on the tungsten terraces. Coales-
cence is inhibited up to a coverage of nominally θ ≈ 0.6ML presumably caused by
the large lattice mismatch [51]. At higher coverages narrow bridges between the
islands start to grow until a closed monolayer film is achieved at θ = 1ML [51].
At elevated temperatures, the growth of the first monolayer changes to a step-flow
growth mode. Due to the enhanced surface mobility iron stripes develop along
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Figure 5.1: The system Fe on W(110) (A) Bulk lattice mismatch between the iron (blue)
and the tungsten (110) surface (gray). The iron bulk exhibits a smaller lattice constant than
tungsten, thus the pseudomorphic growth of the iron monolayer on a W(110) surface leads to
a strained film. (B) Birds eye and cross sectional view on three terraces of Fe/W(110) at a
coverage above one monolayer. Dependent on the substrate temperature the second layer (DL,
orange) grows in form of islands, or as stripes along the terrace steps.

the step edges of the substrate [52]. For steps oriented along the [001] direction,
smooth monolayer stripes evolve [53]. In contrast, for terrace edges oriented along
[11̄0] the preferred growth along the [001] direction leads to the formation of ir-
regular, frayed stripe rims. A wetting layer behavior, i.e. a completion of the first
monolayer before the second starts to grow, is observed independent of the tem-
perature. It is caused by the high free surface energy of tungsten (γW = 2.9 J/m2)
with respect to the surface energy of iron (γFe = 2.0 J/m2) [54]. The first Fe
monolayer is stable up to a temperature of T = 1100K where the iron desorption
from the tungsten surface begins [55].

A similar temperature dependent growth behavior is observed for the second
monolayer of iron on W(110): At room temperature an island growth is found
[56], whereas step-flow growth occurs at elevated temperatures (T ≈ 500K [57]).
For a visualization, both configurations are shown in Fig.5.1(B). The doublelayer
(DL) additionally exhibits occasional dislocation lines along the [001] direction:
the assembly of additional iron atoms allows for a relaxation of the iron film along
the [11̄0] direction [52]. The following layers release the substrate induced stress
further by forming dislocation lines along different crystallographic directions until
the original Fe lattice constant is reached at higher coverages [52, 58]. An increased
temperature leads, at higher coverages, to the formation of three-dimensional iron
islands on top of the wetting monolayer that allows for a better lateral relaxation
than the formation of a film [59, 60]. A more detailed discussion of the different
growth modes of Fe on W(110) can be found in [24].
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Magnetism

The iron monolayer was found to exhibit an in-plane surface anisotropy with an
easy-axis along the [11̄0] direction by in situ conversion electron Mössbauer spec-
troscopy (CEMS) and by spin-polarized low-energy electron diffraction (SPLEED)
[61, 62]. A combined STM and SPLEED investigation of the monolayer magnetism
of Fe on W(110) revealed a Curie temperature of TC ≈ 225K for the monolayer
[51].
In the sub-monolayer regime, widely spaced iron stripes were found to be ferro-
magnetic down to a coverage of θ ≈ 0.05ML. The Curie temperature TC was
shown to decrease with the coverage θ (and therefore with the finite iron stripe
width W ) to TC ≈ 180K near θ = 0.1ML. Interestingly, samples prepared at
room temperature leading thus to the island growth mechanism show no mag-
netic order in the SPLEED measurements for coverages below θ = 0.58ML and
temperatures T ≥ 115K: The islands were determined to be superparamagnetic
[51]. One striking phenomenon was the appearance of a sudden magnetic perco-
lation at slightly higher coverages: “the steep rise in a narrow θ interval of only
2% from a completely nonmagnetic state at θ = 0.58 (ML) to a magnetic state
at θ = 0.60 (ML)”[51] with a Curie temperature close to the extended mono-
layer value (TC(θ ≥ 0.60) ≥ 190K). Obviously, the percolation is triggered by the
coalescence occuring at θ ≈ 0.6ML where thermally switching islands merge to
bigger, thermally stable structures.
A combined STM, Kerr magnetometry and Monte Carlo study on narrowly spaced
monolayer iron stripes revealed dipolar interstripe coupling between adjacent
stripes [53]. Iron stripes with widths W from 20 to 32 atomic rows were grown
on a vicinal W(110) substrate with an average terrace width of (9.1 ± 0.6) nm,
corresponding to approximately 40 atomic tungsten rows. Each iron stripe was
found subdivided by domain walls into blocks of full stripe width with alternating
sign of magnetization driven by exchange interactions. Dipolar interstripe cou-
pling between adjacent stripes then occurred due to the magnetic easy anisotropy
axis being in-plane but across the stripes.
In a further study the susceptibility of iron nanostripes on W(110) was investi-
gated by Kerr magnetometry as a function of the temperature [63]. From the
results obtained the domain wall energy edw per atomic row was found to be al-
most constant edw

W
= (15.2± 1.4)meV for different stripe widths W . Additionally

the domain wall width for the monolayer stripes was determined in SP-STM mea-
surements to wML = (0.6± 0.2) nm. The combination of these results allowed the
calculation of the exchange stiffness A and the anisotropy K for this system. The
authors found A = (3.6+2.2

−1.4)×10−12 J/m and K = (40.6+26
−15)×106 J/m3 (note that

the values calculated in [63] are corrected in [64]).
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For the second monolayer Fe on W(110) the easy axis magnetization direction
is out-of-plane. Only small double layer (DL) islands below 2 − 3 nm in width
are exchange coupled to the in-plane magnetized monolayer [56]. Bigger islands
and stripes show a preferred magnetization direction perpendicular to the sur-
face [56, 65, 66]. Narrow stripes therefore exhibit long out-of-plane domains that
order stripewise antiparallel, i.e. adjacent stripes are magnetized alternately up
and down by dipolar inter-stripe coupling [67]. In wider DL stripes, on the other
hand, the magnetization was found to periodically change within the single stripes
by introducing several domain walls [66]. The evolving magnetic pattern show in
SP-STM measurements a unique sense of inhomogeneous rotation along the [001]
direction. The rotational sense of this spin spiral and its type (helical or cycloidal,
i.e. including Bloch- or Néel-type domain walls) remained open for a long time,
since the azimuthal component of the tip magnetization was unknown in the re-
spective SP-STM experiments. Only very recent SP-STM experiments with a
triple axis vector magnet that allows the user to ascertain the probe tip magneti-
zation in three-dimensional space could reveal the detailed structure [68]: a right
rotating cycloidal spin spiral. From the comparison of the experimental results
with micromagnetic and Monte Carlo simulations this spin spiral ground state was
found to be a consequence of the interplay of dipolar and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interactions.

At higher coverages of iron on tungsten the easy axis magnetization direction
turns again in the [11̄0] in-plane direction. Finally, at a coverage of θ = 22ML
the easy axis performs another reorientation into the [001] direction [69]. The
three-dimensional iron islands on top of the wetting monolayer exhibit either a
single domain state or a magnetic vortex structure dependent on their size and
shape [70].

Monolayer nanoislands Fe/W(110)

As mentioned before, the evaporation of iron on W(110) at room temperature
leads to a self-organized island growth mechanism. Figure 5.2 shows SP-STM
images of Fe/W(110) for a coverage of nominal θ = 0.14ML measured in the
constant current mode. The topography image shows a flat tungsten terrace dec-
orated by several well separated iron islands of different size and shape (A). From
the recorded line sections one finds that all islands exhibit the same monolayer
height. The compact structures are about 2 to 7 nm in diameter corresponding to
compositions of 40 to 150 iron atoms. In the simultaneously recorded magnetic
dI/dU map, each nanoisland exhibits a homogeneous dI/dU signal. Obviously
the islands are monodomain structures due to their small size. Further, a twofold
magnetic contrast on the nanoislands can be observed (B). Some islands appear
bright in the Figure while others appear dark. The two distinct contrast lev-
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Figure 5.2: SP-STM images of Fe on W(110): (A) Topography image of a tungsten terrace
decorated by iron islands. The preparation at room temperature leads to the growth of islands
of one atomic height. Clearly spaced and mostly compact structures with a few nanometer in
diameter can be recognized (I = 2nA, U = −150mV). (B) Corresponding magnetic dI/dU
map. At a temperature of T = 35K the nanoislands appear either dark or bright reflecting
monodomain structures that are magnetized parallel or antiparallel with respect to the tip
magnetization.

els reflect an additional magnetic property of this system: As mentioned before,
the iron monolayer is a ferromagnetic and uniaxial system. Thus, the two dis-
tinct magnetic contrast levels refer to the two possible magnetization states of
the nanoislands along the [11̄0] direction. The projection of the tip magnetization
on the island magnetization is either parallel or antiparallel leading to different
signals of differential conductance for the two configurations. Overview images
reveal a random and balanced distribution of the two magnetization directions.
Hence, the total net magnetization of the sample equals zero.
These measurements were performed at a temperature of T = 35K. The conse-
quence of an elevated temperature on this system will be the subject of the next
chapter.
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Chapter 6

Thermal switching behavior of
nanoislands

The phenomenon of thermally activated barrier crossing has been known for a
long time in many fields of physics and chemistry, as, for instance, diffusion theory
and chemical kinetics. Approximately 60 years ago, Néel and Brown performed
the first theoretical approaches to describe the thermally activated magnetization
reversal of mono-domain particles with uniaxial anisotropy [36, 71]. The mean
lifetime τ̄ between consecutive switching events of a particle is characterized by the
thermal energy Etherm = kBT , and an energy barrier Eb that has to be overcome
for magnetization reversal:

τ̄(T ) = ν−1
0 exp

[

Eb

kBT

]

. (6.1)

Eb

EthermEtherm

Eb

1

A

B

T = 0 K

T > 0 K0 1

Figure 6.1: Simplified picture
of thermally induced magnetization
switching in an uniaxial system.
(A) At T = 0K the magnetization is
in one of its two degenerate magne-
tization states (here state “1”). An
energy barrier Eb hinders magneti-
zation reversal.
(B) If the thermal energy Etherm =
kBT is increased, the effective en-
ergy barrier is decreased and magne-
tization reversal becomes possible.
The attempt frequency ν0 and the
ratio Eb

Etherm

determine the mean life-
time τ̄ in an Arrhenius-like depen-
dency.
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Figure 6.2: (A) Topography and (B) magnetic dI/dU map of Fe ML islands on a W(110)
substrate (T = 56K, I = 2nA , U = −200mV). The nanoislands appear striped in the map
of differential conductance because their magnetization direction is switching frequently during
the scanning procedure (see inset).

Brown designates the attempt frequency ν0 as the response time of a magnetic
single-domain particle to random external forces, which is on the order of the
Larmor precession ν0 ≈ 10−10 s [36].
At zero temperature the magnetization is stabilized in one of its two degenerate
magnetization states by the energy barrier Eb (see Fig. 6.1), but as the tempera-
ture T increases, switching due to thermal agitation will become possible and the
switching rate will increase with the thermal energy provided. The energy barrier
Eb for magnetization reversal depends on the switching mechanism: Whereas Néel
and Brown treated this problem for particles that behave like a single macrospin
and switch coherently, i.e. a parallel and collective rotation of all magnetic mo-
ments within the particle, magnetization reversal can also be achieved by the
nucleation and propagation of a domain wall. Both of these mechanisms have
been found experimentally for nanoscale magnetic particles [72, 73].
For a coherent switching the energy barrier is given by the total magnetic anisotropy
of the particle

Eb = Ecoh = V K ,

V being the particle volume, K the anisotropy energy per unit volume. Since the
volume of a circular island of one atomic height scales as V ∝ N2

⊘, where the
particle diameter is N⊘, the energy barrier is expected to scale with the square of
the particle diameter, too: Eb ∝ N2

⊘.
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t = (443 ± 14) ms

Eb = (160 ± 4) meV
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Figure 6.3: Procedure of en-
ergy barrier Eb and attempt
frequency ν0 determination.
(A) The thermally induced
magnetization switching is
observed by monitoring the
telegraphic dI/dU signal as a
function of time.
(B) After the evaluation of
the lifetimes τ , the results
enter a histogram. Fitting
with an exponential decay
law gives the mean lifetime τ̄

of the magnetization states at
the respective temperature.
(C) Evaluating the mean life-
times at different tempera-
tures allows to fit an Arrhe-
nius law to determine the en-
ergy barrier Eb and the at-
tempt frequency ν0.

In the case of a domain wall reversal mode the energy barrier scales linearly with
the particle diameter Eb ∝ N⊘ determined by the energy cost of a domain wall

Eb = Edw = 4S
√
A ·K ,

where S = N⊘(a/
√
2)2 denotes the domain wall area with a as lattice constant

(N⊘ given here in numbers of atomic rows (AR)), and A is the exchange stiffness
[74]. Equation (6.1) holds in its Arrhenius form for both mechanisms. Many stud-
ies focus on the details of the energy barrier Eb and the microscopic processes of
magnetization reversal, but the fundamental physics of the prefactor ν0 is not yet
understood: ν0 is commonly considered to be a constant which only depends on
material properties of the system. Size or shape effects have been neglected so far.
Figure 6.2 shows a topography and dI/dU map of 0.14 ML iron on W(110). Three
tungsten terraces are mapped, each of them decorated by iron monolayer nanois-
lands of different size and shape. At a temperature of T = 56K, the islands appear
striped in the magnetic dI/dU map. Recording multiple dI/dU maps on the same
site reveals that the stripe patterns are not stable as for static multi-domain struc-
tures, but rather reflect a temporal evolution: the magnetization of the islands is
switching frequently during the scanning procedure between two states.
To investigate the thermal switching behavior of an individual nanoisland, the

magnetic probe tip has been positioned above the center of the chosen island and
the evolution of the signal of differential conductance dI/dU recorded as func-
tion of time. Figure 6.3 (A) shows a section of the signal measured at a fixed
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Figure 6.4: Summary
of the nanoislands in-
vestigated: determined
energy barriers Eb and
attempt frequencies ν0
sorted by ascending island
size. Whereas Eb shows
an overall tendency to
increase with island size,
ν0 shows no clear scaling
behavior. The patchwork
on the right side shows
topographic images of
the eleven corresponding
islands.

temperature. It changes frequently between two distinct levels, according to the
magnetization switching of the underlying island that changes between its two
magnetization directions along the easy axis. After recording the dI/dU signal,
the lifetimes τ , i.e. the times between two switching events, were evaluated and
collected in a histogram as shown in Fig. 6.3 (B). More than 1000 switching events
were recorded for a given temperature to ensure a reliable statistics. Fitting the
histogram data with an exponential decay law h(τ) ∝ exp(− τ

τ̄
) allows then the

determination of the mean lifetime τ̄(T ) at the respective temperature T . Re-
peating this procedure of lifetime determination at different temperatures on the
same island allows one to assign an energy barrier Eb and an attempt frequency
ν0 by fitting Eq. (6.1) to τ̄(T ).

6.1 Energy barrier and attempt frequency anal-

ysis

The thermal switching behavior of eleven nanoislands has been investigated as a
function of temperature. The experiments have been performed at temperatures
between T = 30K and T = 80K, and each island was observed at two to ten
different temperatures. To exclude undesired interactions that may cause devia-
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Figure 6.5: Determined en-
ergy barrier Eb as a function
of island size in [11̄0] (A) and
[001] direction (B) in numbers
of atomic row [AR]. Whereas
the former shows a strict linear
function, no clear characteristic
function can be found regarding
the [001] island size.
(C) Model of magnetization re-
versal: Initially the island is in
a monodomain state. A domain
wall nucleates at one island end
and propagates along the [001]
direction through the particle.
After the domain wall has van-
ished, the island’s magnetiza-
tion is reversed.

tions from the intrinsic switching behavior, the chosen nanoislands had to fulfill
several requirements: The structures had to be clean and compact (as impurities
and kinks could influence the reversal mode), and they had to be placed on a spot
without other islands or step edges in the proximity to avoid undesired interaction
with adjacent structures. A topography patchwork of the nanoislands is shown in
Fig. 6.4. The islands of different size and shape are numbered serially according
to their respective area size. The figure further shows the corresponding energy
barriers and attempt frequencies found. Whereas the determined barriers Eb scale
overall with the island size, the attempt frequencies ν0 show no clear dependence
and vary over four orders of magnitude.

To shed light on the question of the reversal mechanism, all islands have been ex-
amined in terms of crystallographic dimensions. Figure 6.5 shows Eb as a function
of the respective island dimension in [11̄0] (A) and [001] direction (B). A linear
dependence on the particle diameter along [11̄0] can be seen, whereas for the [001]
direction no direct scaling appears. Since Eb is not found to vary quadratically
with the particle diameter, a coherent switching mechanism can be excluded. The
linear dependence of Eb(N[11̄0]) indicates that the reversal takes place via the nu-
cleation and propagation of a domain wall that aligns along the [11̄0] direction and
moves along the [001] direction. In the first instance no energy offset is expected
for this model: A vanishing domain wall length should lead to Eb(N[11̄0] = 0) = 0.
But the experimental findings clearly show an offset energy. This additional en-
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Figure 6.6: (A) Color-coded plot of the determined attempt frequencies ν0 as a function of
island dimension in [001] and [11̄0] direction. The mesh in the inset labels the data points
with the corresponding island number. The graph on the right shows the relative deviation ∆fit

between the data points and the fitted plane. (B) The longer the particle size in [001] direction
is, the longer is the way the domain wall has to propagate through the particle to achieve a
switching event. Thus the switching probability decreases. (C) Elongating the particle along
[11̄0] increases the number of possible nucleation sites and therewith the switching probability.

ergy can be assigned to the initial reversal of an activation volume.
Figure 6.5 (C) schematically depicts the process of a magnetization reversal: In
the initial configuration the island resides in a mono-domain state. Then a do-
main wall is created at the rim of the island by a coherent magnetization reversal
of several magnetic moments within an activation volume, a so-called nucleus or
droplet. Then, the wall propagates along [001] direction through the particle.
When it annihilates at the other particle end, the magnetization of the whole par-
ticle is changed to the reversed orientation. Its length, and therewith its energy
cost increase both with particle diameter in [11̄0] direction. A linear fit of the
form

Eb(N[11̄0]) = E0 + edwN[11̄0] (6.2)

to the experimental data yields an offset of E0 = (61± 5)meV related to the nu-
cleation of the domain wall, and a slope of edw = (7.5± 0.4)meV/AR giving the
domain wall energy per atomic row. In combination with the domain wall width
these values will allow the determination of exchange stiffness A and magnetic
anisotropy K, as will be shown later.
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Figure 6.6 (A) shows the experimentally determined attempt frequencies ν0 as a
function of island diameter N in [001] and [11̄0] direction. The mesh in the inset
allows the correlation of the determined attempt frequency to the corresponding
nanoisland no. i. The contour plot with a logarithmic scale reveals that the data
points span a plane in the three-dimensional (N[001],N[11̄0], log(

ν0
νunit

))-space with
νunit = 1Hz. Only island no. 1 deviates. The attempt frequencies range from high
values (red) in the upper left to low values (blue) in the lower right part of the
graph. Fitting a plane of the form

νfit(N[001], N[11̄0]) = 10(c[001]N[001]+c[11̄0]N[11̄0]+c0)Hz (6.3)

to the data disregarding island no.1 leads to c[001] = −0.14± 0.02, c[11̄0] = 0.12±
0.03, and c0 = 16.3 ± 0.4. For comparison Fig. 6.6 (A) shows on the right hand
side the relative deviation ∆fit of the experimental data ν0(i) from the fitted plane
νfit(N[001], N[11̄0])

∆fit =
log
[

ν0(i)
νunit

]

− log
[

νfit(N[001](i),N[11̄0](i))

νunit

]

log
[

νfit(N[001](i),N[11̄0](i))

νunit

] . (6.4)

One finds |∆fit| ≤ 3% for i = (2, . . . , 11) reflecting good accordance between the
fit and the experimental data. Only island no. 1 shows a deviation of ∆fit(1) =
−18%. This will be discussed later.

From the analysis of the energy barrier it was shown that reversal takes place via
domain wall nucleation and propagation along the [001] direction. The attempt
frequency reveals a tendency to decrease when the island is elongated along [001]
(c[001] < 0), but to increase with an increasing island length in [11̄0] direction
(c[11̄0] > 0). This behavior can be explained with a more detailed view on the
switching process:
Once the nucleation droplet has reversed its magnetization and the domain wall
is created, it diffuses through the island moving forward but also backward. The
wall can then be regarded in absence of any external forces as a quasi particle
performing a random walk in a one dimensional box with adsorbing walls [75].
A step towards longer domain wall length is unfavorable with respect to energy
and thereby less probable than a step that shrinks its length. Therefore the do-
main wall is likely to annihilate (or be adsorbed in the frame of random walk)
again, right after its nucleation. However, if the thermal energy is high enough,
some of the created walls will succeed to increase their length stepwise to the
maximum length which occurs at the particle’s largest width along the [11̄0] di-
rection. Moving forward and backward is then equally probable since the domain
wall movement itself does not cost energy. Note that these microscopic processes
occur on a much shorter timescale than our experimental time resolution of some
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milliseconds [76, 77]. We therefore record only successful switching events, that
are very seldom in comparison to the attempt frequency. These views explain
the observation of decreasing attempt frequency at increasing island length in
[001] direction (see Fig. 6.6 (B)): A successful diffusion process of the domain wall
through the whole particle, and therewith magnetization reversal, becomes less
probable with increasing island size in the [001] direction. The wall may revert
its direction of movement on the way and vanish at its nucleation site, thereby
restoring the original configuration without magnetization reversal. Increasing
the particle length in [11̄0] direction has the opposite effect: As it is sketched
in Fig. 6.6 (C) the number of possible nucleation sites increases with increasing
particle diameter along the [11̄0] direction. This elevates the switching probabil-
ity and therefore ν0(N[11̄0]). The factor 10c0 Hz in Eq. (6.3) can be assigned to
be the attempt frequency of the droplet nucleation, that is the same for all islands.

Island no. 1 does not fit well into this picture: Its determined attempt frequency of
ν0(1) ≈ 6 · 1012Hz is orders of magnitude lower than the values found for all other
islands. This indicates that the reversal process in this case deviates from the
other. Reversal might be realized by coherent rotation, due to the small particle
size. Brown calculated for a single-domain Stoner-Wohlfarth particle ν0 ≈ 1010Hz
[36], and experimental investigations found values of comparable order [78, 79] be-
ing therewith slightly lower than those found here. Island no. 1 might also mark a
crossover regime between domain wall and coherent reversal, such as found for the
transition between single- and multi-domain nucleation [80, 81]. However, since
the magnitude of the attempt frequency not only depends on particle size and
shape as shown here, but also on parameters such as the damping of the magnetic
moment(s), the potential landscape, and others [82], no final conclusions can be
drawn. Detailed investigations on islands consisting of 30 atoms and less are re-
quired to reveal which switching mechanism occurs in smaller islands.

6.2 Anisotropy and exchange stiffness

The knowledge of domain wall energy Edw ∝
√
AK and width w ∝

√

A/K allows
for a determination of exchange stiffness A and magnetic anisotropy K of a sys-
tem. Since the magnetization reversal process is too fast to detect the propagating
domain wall in our experimental setup, static domain wall configurations must be
created to enable for a domain wall width determination. Therefore monolayer
stripes of Fe on W(110) have been prepared and several static domain walls in-
vestigated. Figure 6.7 (A) shows a magnetic dI/dU map of nearly one ML Fe on
W(110). Several terraces with alternating magnetic contrast can be recognized,
including one stripe containing a domain wall. Figure 6.7 (B) shows a tilted zoom
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Figure 6.7: (A) dI/dU map of nearly 1 ML Fe on W(110). One iron stripe contains a domain
wall (see arrow). The corresponding topography image is shown in the inset. (B) Magnetic map
around the domain wall shown in (A). The area in the box is used for an averaged line profile,
shown as red curve in the inset. Fitting a domain wall profile yields w = (2.51± 0.01) nm (gray
curve).

in at that position. The box marks the area taken for an averaged line profile
shown in the inset. Fitting this profile with

y(x) = y0 + ysp cos

[

arccos

(

tanh

(

x− x0

w/2

))

+ φ

]

, (6.5)

where y(x) denotes the magnetic dI/dU signal at position x, y0(ysp) the spin-
averaged (spin-polarized) contribution to the dI/dU signal, x0 the position of the
wall center, and φ the angle between tip and sample magnetization [83], results
in the gray curve in the inset of Fig. 6.7 (B). It shows good agreement with the
data and yields a domain wall width of w = (2.51± 0.01) nm. This procedure was
applied to different static domain walls found. An averaged domain wall width of
wav = (2.15± 0.35) nm was determined.

This result deviates from earlier studies on this sample system. Pratzer et al.
investigated the monolayer and doublelayer system Fe/W(110) [63, 64]. Sam-
ples of 1.5 ML Fe/W(110) were examined and a domain wall energy of edw =
(15.2± 1.4)meV per atomic row was determined for the monolayer by Kerr mag-
netometry as well as a domain wall width of w = (0.6 ± 0.2) nm by means of
SP-STM [63, 64]. We dedicate the different findings to the different sample qual-
ity: The surface images of Fig. 2 in [63] show an elevated impurity contamination
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in the iron monolayer in comparison to our samples where the monolayer shows
almost no impurity (see Fig. 6.7). It is frequently observed with SP-STM for
samples of coexisting monolayer and doublelayer iron stripes on W(110), that
the vast number of impurities resides in the first monolayer, whereas the second
layer is very clean. However, a large number of imperfections affects the magnetic
properties of a system by decoupling neighboring iron atoms from another and
changing the coordination of the pure material. Non-magnetic impurities thereby
affect the effective exchange stiffness as well as the effective anisotropy, leading to
other values for edw and w.

As mentioned before, the domain wall energy in a three-dimensional system is
given by Edw = 4S

√
A ·K, the exchange stiffness A in units of

[

J
m

]

and the
anisotropy energy in

[

J
m3

]

. For a two-dimensional system this equation changes
to

Edw,2d = 4L
√

A2d ·K2d . (6.6)

The wall area S is replaced by the domain wall length L. A2d is given now in [J ],
and K2d in

[

J
m2

]

. Since the measured energy barriers reveal domain walls lying
in [11̄0] direction, L may be expressed by the particle length N[11̄0] in number of

atomic rows via L = N[11̄0]a/
√
2. Due to the pseudomorphic growth of the first

layer iron on W(110) the lattice constant a = 0.316 nm is set to the value for
tungsten. Inserting this into Eq.(6.6) gives as energy per atomic row

edw = 2
3
2a
√

A2d ·K2d .

By combining with w =
√

A2d

K2d
one finds

A2d = (1.45± 0.07) · 10−21J

and

K2d = (1.25± 0.07) · 10−3 J

m2
.

Including the domain wall height h = a/
√
2 by S = L · h gives the parameters in

the accustomed units for bulk systems:

A = (6.5± 0.3) · 10−12 J

m

and

K = (5.6± 0.3) · 106 J

m3
= (0.55± 0.03)

meV

atom
.

To determine the energy barrier Enuc for the droplet nucleation, possible rim
effects have to be considered. Perimeter atoms may make a significantly different
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contribution to the magnetic anisotropy due to their reduced coordination number,
as was recently shown for two-dimensional Co nanostructures on Pt(111) surfaces
[84]. Assuming that island no. 1 is switching purely coherently, we can estimate
the anisotropy for the rim atoms by examination of the island topography in terms
of inner and rim atoms. Starting from

Eb(1) = (103± 3)meV = Ecoh = Nrim ·Krim +Ninner ·K

one finds with Nrim = 17 atoms, Ninner = 14 atoms

Krim ≈ 5.6
meV

atom
.

Due to the reduced number of nearest neighbors at the rim (two neighbors in-
stead of four), the effective exchange stiffness Arim of perimeter atoms reduces to
Arim = A/2. Thus, the energy for a domain wall with the length L = 2AR (con-

sisting of two rim atoms) should be Edw = 2
3
2a
√
Arim ·Krim = 33.9meV. Since

the experiment yields Eb(N[11̄0] = 2) = 76meV, the difference can be attributed
to the energy necessary to reverse a nucleation volume:

Enuc = Eb(N[11̄0] = 2)− Edw ≈ 42meV .

To summarize, the thermal switching behavior of eleven Fe nanoislands on W(110)
was investigated at different temperatures. An Arrhenius-like dependency of the
lifetimes on the experiment temperature was observed, allowing to determine for
each island an energy barrier Eb and an attempt frequency ν0 for the magneti-
zation reversal. The detailed analysis of these parameters as a function of the
respective island dimension in the two distinct crystallographic directions [001]
and [11̄0] reveals that magnetization reversal is achieved by domain wall nucle-
ation and propagation. From the linear dependence of Eb on the island size in
[11̄0] direction one concludes that the domain wall lies along [11̄0] and propagates
along [001] through the nanostructure. The investigation of the attempt frequen-
cies for the different islands gives new insights into the size and shape dependency
of the Arrhenius prefactor. Since the way the domain wall needs to diffuse for
magnetization reversal increases with particle size in [001] dimension, a decreased
attempt frequency was found for particles elongated along [001]. In contrast, a
particle elongated along the [11̄0] direction shows more possible nucleation sites at
its rim, thus, increasing the attempt frequency. Finally, additional measurements
on static domain wall widths w on iron monolayer stripes allowed the determi-
nation of the exchange stiffness A and the anisotropy K for inner and perimeter
island atoms. The comparison with earlier investigations on this system yields a
discrepancy in the determined domain wall energy and width that is ascribed to
a considerable difference in sample cleanliness.
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Chapter 7

Magnetization manipulation in
the thermally activated regime

This section is dedicated to the effects of an elevated spin-polarized current on the
intrinsic thermal switching behavior of nanostructures. The microscope’s tip is po-
sitioned above the center of a nanoisland, and the switching is observed under the
influence of high tunnel currents that are achieved by decreasing the tip-sample
distance with a closed feedback loop.
Figure 7.1 (A) shows three dI/dU (t) trace sections recorded on one particular
nanoisland at different tunnel currents I. In order to draw amplitude histograms
as depicted in Fig. 7.1 (B), the respective signals were recorded over a long time
period (t = 700 s). At a low tunnel current of I = 2nA, the magnetic dI/dU
signal frequently changes between two signal levels, that correspond to the two
possible magnetization states “0” and “1” of the island. As a convention, a low
(high) signal is defined as state“0” (“1”). This intrinsic switching is due to thermal
agitation as shown in chapter 6, and the respective histogram reveals that both
states “0” and “1” occur on the long timescale with equal probability, as expected
for an uniaxial system. When the tunnel current is increased to I = 800 nA, an
imbalance of the two states evolves. The trace section of the dI/dU signal shows
that state “0” is favored in comparison to state “1”. The asymmetry becomes even
more clearly visible at I = 2000 nA, where the island remains in state “0” most
of the time and populates state “1” only for short times (A), as confirmed by the
respective histogram (B).
Fitting the histogram peaks by Gaussians with areas A0 and A1, respectively, al-
lows the quantification of the imbalance between state“0”and state“1”. Therefore,
a histogram asymmetry aH is introduced:

aH =
A1 − A0

A1 + A0

. (7.1)

For I = 2nA one finds aH = (−0.7± 0.5)%, for I = 800 nA aH = (−39.4± 0.7)%,
and for I = 2000 nA the asymmetry becomes aH = (−74± 1)%.
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Figure 7.1: Thermal magnetization switching of a nanoisland under influence of elevated
tunnel currents. (A) Trace sections of the telegraphic dI/dU signal of one particular nanoisland
recorded at different tunnel currents I. With increasing current, an imbalance between the
lifetimes τ0 and τ1 for the two states evolves (T = 48.4K, U = −200mV, Eb = (138± 4)meV,
island area: (5.7± 0.4)nm2). (B) Histogram of the respective magnetic dI/dU signal recorded
over t = 700 s and normalized with respect to the state “0” level at different tunnel currents.
Whereas both states are equally populated at low currents, an asymmetry toward state “0”
evolves with increasing current.

In contrast to the measurements shown before in which the intrinsic switching
behavior was observed at low tunnel currents, an elevated, spin-polarized tunnel
current obviously affects the switching behavior and changes the effective energy
barrier separating the two magnetization states. Obviously a spin-torque is acting.
As a result, an imbalance between the two possible magnetization states evolves
with increasing tunnel current and the island favors one of the two magnetic states
over the other.

7.1 Polarity dependence

In his theoretical work Slonczewski [85] predicted a spin torque inversion when
changing the current direction (see chapter 3). Whereas this has been verified in
experiments with layered devices in which the tunnel barrier is realized by uti-
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Figure 7.2: (A) dI/dU asymmetry adI/dU as function of bias U at a low (I = 2nA) and
a high tunnel current (I = 600 nA). The asymmetry is positive for both U = ±150mV. (B)
and (C) Histogram of the magnetic dI/dU signal recorded with the same tip on a frequently
switching island (U = ±150mV). At a low current only small asymmetries are observable (B)
whereas high asymmetries are found at a high tunnel current (C). The favored magnetization
state therefore depends on the current polarity (island area: (8.6± 0.5) nm2, T = 55.9K).

lizing insulating materials [9], experimental proof of whether this also holds for
vacuum barriers is still lacking. To verify this proposition, the effect of elevated
currents on the switching behavior was investigated as a function of bias polarity.

The tip was positioned above a frequently switching island and the magnetic
dI/dU (t) signal recorded at a low and a high tunnel current for different po-
larities. Figure 7.2 shows the resulting amplitude histograms for a negative (A)
and a positive (B) bias polarity. At the negative bias and a low tunnel current
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a small negative histogram asymmetry is observable. When increasing the cur-
rent to I = 600 nA, an imbalance towards state “0” evolves and the histogram
asymmetry rises to aH = −(62 ± 1)% (A). Reversing the bias polarity at a low
tunnel current again leads to a small negative histogram asymmetry. In contrast,
an increase of the tunnel current now leads to an imbalance towards state “1”with
an asymmetry of aH = +(23 ± 1)%. To exclude the possibility that tip changes
cause these results, the tunnel current and the polarity were repeatedly changed.
The results remained the same as shown.
The small negative asymmetries found at low tunnel current, irrespective of the
current direction, are probably caused by a residual magnetic stray field of the tip.
However, at a high tunnel current the asymmetry sign is dependent on the current
direction: For the electrons tunneling from tip to sample, state “1” is favored, and
for the electrons tunneling from the sample into the tip, the asymmetry evolves
towards state “0”.

The question arises, whether indeed two different magnetization states are favored
at different polarities: a magnetic contrast reversal might occur when going from
one bias polarity to the other. State “1” could, for instance, appear bright at one
bias voltage but dark at the other, leading to a misinterpretation of the histogram
asymmetries shown above. To check for a possible contrast reversal, spin-polarized
spectroscopy measurements have been performed at a closed feedback loop on a
nanoisland exhibiting a very long lifetime τ > 1min. The magnetic state of the
island was recorded before and after each spectrum to assign the respective data to
one of the two magnetic configurations. Monitoring the dI/dU signal on the same
nanostructure for both configurations as done here allows us to directly assign
differences in the spectra to the respective magnetic configurations.
A measure of the magnetic contrast is the dI/dU asymmetry adI/dU , defined by

adI/dU =
dI/dU1 − dI/dU0

dI/dU1 + dI/dU0

, (7.2)

where dI/dU1 ((dI/dU0)) is the intensity of the dI/dU signal measured for state
“1” (“0”). Figure 7.2 (C) shows the asymmetry adI/dU as a function of bias volt-
age for I = 2nA (blue) and I = 600 nA (orange). Quantitatively, both curves
exhibit the same features and show positive asymmetries from U = −500mV up
to voltages of U = +250mV. Therefore no dI/dU contrast inversion is expected
when changing the current polarity at U = ±150mV: an island appearing at
U = +150mV in state “0” (low dI/dU signal) also appears at U = −150mV
in state “0”. This confirms the previous conclusion: The favored magnetization
direction switches back and forth by reversing the current direction.
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Figure 7.3: (A) Lifetime his-
tograms for both states mea-
sured at I = 1nA (top) and
I = 800 nA (bottom). The mean
lifetimes τ̄0,1 are determined by
fitting exponential decay func-
tions to the experimental data
(red and green lines).
(B) Resulting mean lifetimes τ̄0,1
as a function of the tunnel cur-
rent I (U = −200mV, T =
50.6K, Eb = (133 ± 4)meV, is-
land size (5.5± 0.4) nm2).

7.2 Separation of microscopic processes

To get a detailed insight into the different microscopic processes caused by the
elevated tunnel current, a statistical analysis of the lifetimes as a function of
the current was performed. As shown in Chapter 6 for the thermally activated
switching, the times between two switching events were evaluated and collected
in a histogram. However, this time, the lifetimes for the two states, τ0 and τ1, are
evaluated separately (see Fig. 7.1 (A)). A low (high) signal is thereby related to
state “0” (“1”). Figure 7.3 (A) shows lifetime histograms h(τ) for both magnetiza-
tion states of one particular nanoisland measured with the same tip at I = 1nA
and I = 800 nA. The respective mean lifetimes τ̄0 and τ̄1 are found by fitting with
an exponential decay law of the form h(τ) ∝ exp

(

− τ
τ̄

)

. At low tunnel current,
both lifetimes are equal within the errors of the measurement. This finding is
expected, since the switching observed at low tunnel currents is the unaffected,
purely thermally driven magnetization reversal, as shown before. At high tun-
nel current the mean lifetimes exhibit an asymmetry, and state “0” has a much
longer mean lifetime τ̄0 than state “1”. Evaluating τ̄0 and τ̄1 for different tunnel
currents reveals two contributions to the current-induced magnetization switching
(Fig. 7.3 (B)):

1. The mean lifetime decreases for both configurations as a function of the
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tunnel current I. An increasing switching frequency is consistent with an
effective increase in temperature, as shown in the last chapter. This effect
is attributed to Joule heating due to the elevated current:

T → T +∆TJH .

2. A lifetime asymmetry evolves with increasing current. This imbalance mod-
ifies the effective energy barrier Eb depending on the respective magnetiza-
tion state and is attributed to a spin torque:

Eb → Eb ±∆EST .

Taking both effects into account, the intrinsic mean lifetimes are modified to

τ̄0,1(I) = ν−1
0 · exp

[

Eb ±∆EST(I)

kB(T +∆TJH(I))

]

. (7.3)

The mean lifetimes for both magnetization states as function of I, τ̄0 and τ̄1, allow
for a quantitative determination of ∆EST(I) and ∆TJH(I) as will be shown in the
following.

∆TJH - Temperature elevation due to Joule heating

The energy barrier Eb = (133 ± 4)meV was determined by a variation of the
temperature T from 50.6 to 48.5K and derivation of the respective mean lifetimes
τ̄0,1(I = 1nA) := τ̄ at low tunnel current I. To find the temperature elevation due
to Joule heating one calculates

τ̄0(I) · τ̄1(I)
τ̄ 2

= exp

[

2Eb

kB(T +∆TJH(I))
− 2Eb

kBT

]

(7.4)

⇒ ∆TJH(I) = T

[

(

1 +
kBT

2Eb

ln

(

τ̄0(I) · τ̄1(I)
τ̄ 2

))−1

− 1

]

. (7.5)

The resulting values for ∆TJH(I) are plotted in Fig. 7.4 (A). ∆TJH rises with
increasing current and reaches at I = 800 nA a value of ∆TJH = (1.39 ± 0.01)K.
An experimental study of the process of heat generation in metal electrodes of a
vacuum-barrier tunnel junction [86] shows a linear dependence of the dissipated
heat power on the tunnel current at constant bias. Introducing cJH as Joule
heating coefficient giving the temperature change per injected current,

cJH =
d∆TJH

dI
, (7.6)
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we can apply the linear fit ∆TJH = cJHI. As can be seen in the graph, it
shows good agreement with the experimental data. The determined prefactor
is cJH = (1.62± 0.01)K/µA.

To theoretically estimate the temperature rise by Joule heating, a model developed
by Goldenberg [87] is applied. Consider an energy dissipation E = UIt within
a homogeneous half sphere (initially at zero temperature) with the radius r at a
constant rate A per unit time t and unit volume V :

A =
E

V t
=

3

2

UI

πr3
. (7.7)

Then the temperature T inside the half sphere will stabilize at

T =
r2A

λ
=

3

2

UI

πrλ
, (7.8)

where λ denotes the thermal conductance of the sphere. The energy of the tun-
neling electrons is assumed to be dissipated within 1 to 2 nm. This is about
the inelastic mean free path of electrons [88]. With the thermal conductivity of
tungsten being λW = 427 J/(m·K) at T = 50K one finds a temperature change of
T/I ≈ 0.15K/µA within this model. This value is about one order of magnitude
smaller than determined in our experiment. Nevertheless, it also shows a linear
dependence of the heat dissipation on the current, in agreement with our findings.
Note that the temperature elevation ∆TJH can be expressed as an effective energy
barrier modification by rewriting the Boltzmann exponent in Equation (7.3) to

Eb

kB(T +∆TJH)
=

Eb

kBT
·
(

1 +
∆TJH

T

)−1

=
Eb

(

1− ∆TJH

T+∆TJH

)

kBT
=

Eb −∆EJH

kBT
.
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The original energy barrier Eb is therefore reduced by

∆EJH(I) =

(

∆TJH

T +∆TJH

)

Eb

due to the Joule heating delivered by the elevated current. Hence, the temper-
ature elevation of ∆TJH(I = 800 nA) = 1.39K corresponds to an energy barrier
reduction of ∆EJH = 0.027Eb ≈ 3.6meV.

∆EST - Energy barrier modification due to spin torque

The second effect observed with increasing current was an evolving lifetime asym-
metry. To determine the effective energy barrier modification due to spin torque
one calculates

τ̄1(I)

τ̄0(I)
= exp

[

2∆EST(I)

kB(T +∆TJH(I))

]

(7.9)

⇒ ∆EST(I) =
kB(T +∆TJH(I))

2
ln

(

τ̄1(I)

τ̄0(I)

)

. (7.10)

The resulting data for ∆EST(I) is shown in Fig. 7.4 (B). It obviously rises linearly
with the tunnel current, and reaches ∆EST = (1.1 ± 0.1)meV at I = 800 nA. A
linear dependence of ∆EST on the current is expected from the macrospin model
(see chapter 3). Defining cST as a spin torque coefficient giving the effective energy
barrier change per injected current,

cST =
d∆EST

dI
, (7.11)

we can apply the linear fit ∆EST = cSTI and find cST = (1.50± 0.01)meV/µA.
If Joule heating is neglected, the mean lifetimes can be expressed by [34, 89]

τ̄0,1 = ν−1
0 · exp

[

Eb

kBT

(

1− I

Icrit

)]

. (7.12)

Icrit denotes the critical current necessary to switch the magnetization at T = 0K.
Here we find Icrit = (89± 4)µA for a switching due to a pure spin torque without
any Joule heating. Such a current is far too high to be realized within the tunnel
regime. This demonstrates the importance of the Joule heating: whereas in most
other experiments it is neglected or undesired, here it plays an important role and
essentially assists the magnetization reversal by lowering the effective barrier.

Assuming an effective tunneling area given by the lateral STM resolution of
5 Å [90], the threshold current density corresponding to Icrit is j ≈ 1010A/cm2.
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Figure 7.5: Manipulation of the intrinsic switching behavior of a nanoisland. (A) Low tunnel
current: Due to the thermal energy Etherm = kBT of the system, the magnetization is switching
frequently between the two degenerate states “0” and “1”. Both states are therefore equally
probable. (B) Manipulation at high tunnel current: An elevated spin-polarized current I changes
the switching behavior by Joule heating and spin torque. The former gives rise to a temperature
elevation ∆TJH lowering the effective barrier height on both sides by ∆EJH. The latter lifts
the degeneracy of the two magnetization states by in- or decreasing the barrier by ±∆EST.
Therefore one state (here state “0”) is favored against the other.

This value is three orders of magnitude higher than the current density used in
similar experiments based on TMR devices [9]. In these planar junctions the
current is assumed to flow homogeneously through the whole sample plane, but
in fact the metal-insulator interfaces are buried within the device, and interface
roughness as well as leakage channels causing an inhomogeneous current distribu-
tion (and therefore locally higher current densities) cannot be excluded. In our
case however, the current density is distributed inhomogeneously over the mag-
netic island and therefore acts very locally.

To summarize, Figure 7.5 illustrates how spin torque and Joule heating affect
the effective energy barrier: at low currents the magnetization switches between
the two degenerate magnetization states. The energy barrier Eb between the two
states can be overcome by the thermal energy Etherm of the system and both states
occur with the same probability (A). High tunnel currents give rise to Joule heat-
ing affecting the temperature of the system, thereby decreasing the effective energy
barrier for both states symmetrically by ∆EJH (B). Spin torque additionally lifts
the degeneracy of the two magnetization states by increasing or decreasing the
effective energy barrier by ∆EST. Consequently, one of the two states is favored
and exhibits a longer lifetime than the other.
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Figure 7.6: (A) Topography and (B) map of the current-induced asymmetry aH (I = 600 nA,
U = +200mV, island area: (6.7 ± 0.6)nm2, T = 55.0K). The graphs in the inset depict aH
averaged in rows (along the [11̄0] direction) and columns (along the [001] direction), respectively.
Along the [11̄0] direction āH is constant within the error bars, but it decreases by about 16%
from the left to the right side of the island (gray lines are guides to the eye).

7.3 Spatially resolved measurements

One important advantage of the SP-STM measurement technique is the possibility
to move the probe tip, acting as an electron source or drain, with a high preci-
sion over a sample surface. In combination with its lateral resolution, it enables
the performance of spatially resolved measurements on different sites of one par-
ticular nanostructure, giving insights that are inaccessible with lateral averaging
techniques.

A frequently switching nanoisland consisting of about 100 atoms was chosen for
spatially resolved measurements at high currents. The topography is shown in
Fig. 7.6 (A). Figure 7.6 (B) shows a spatially resolved, color-coded map of his-
togram asymmetry aH at a tunnel current of I = 600 nA: At every pixel the
magnetic dI/dU signal was recorded for a duration of t = 12 s to allow for the
evaluation of the corresponding dI/dU histograms.
A gradient from bright, yellow pixels to red, dark ones can be found along the
[001] direction. Averaging aH column- and row-wise, i.e. along [001] and [11̄0],
enables for a quantitative analysis: Whereas the asymmetry remains more or less
constant along [11̄0], āH decreases from about āleH = 50% at the left island end
to roughly āriH = 34% at the right island side (see insets of Fig. 7.6 (B)). The
switching behavior is obviously dependent on the lateral tip position along the
[001] direction. In other words: The effect of the elevated tunnel current on the
switching behavior turns out to have an additional character that depends on the
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Figure 7.7: Schematic to illustrate the influence of the Oersted field with the tip positioned
(A) in the center, (B) at the magnetic poles or (C) at the charge-free sides of the nanoisland.

lateral current injection site.
Every electron current is accompanied by an Oersted field surrounding it, with
distance-dependent amplitude and direction. Figure 7.7 schematically compares
the configuration of the Oersted field and island magnetization when the current
injection is carried out at different lateral sites on the island. If the tip is positioned
above the island’s center (A), the Oersted field cancels out and no influence is ex-
pected. Switching is now only affected by Joule heating and spin torque. Moving
the tip along [11̄0] (B) also leads to no effect: the field portion acting on the island
is effectively oriented along [001], thus perpendicular to the easy magnetization
axis of the island along [11̄0]. Only a tip displacement along [001] direction (C)
leads to an effect: the Oersted field affecting the island is now effectively pointing
along [11̄0], parallel to one, and antiparallel to the other magnetization state of
the island, depending on the site of current injection (“left” or “right” island end),
thereby favoring one of the two magnetization states against the other.
The mean lifetimes are now modified by an additional site-dependent energy

∆EOE due to the Oersted field

τ̄1,0(I, ~rtip) = ν−1
0 · exp

[

Eb ±∆EST(I) + ∆EOE(I, ~rtip)

kB(T +∆TJH(I))

]

. (7.13)

A maximum energy splitting due to the Oersted field ∆EOE,max is achieved when
the tip is positioned at the leftmost or rightmost point on the island. To find
this maximum from the site-dependent histogram asymmetries āH one calculates
the ratio of the energy splitting on the left/right island edge ∆E le,ri = ∆EST ±
∆EOE,max and the pure spin torque splitting at the island’s center ∆Ec = ∆EST.
With the help of Eq. (7.10) and making usage of τ̄1

τ̄0
= 1+aH

1−aH
, one finds

∆E le,ri

∆Ec
= 1± ∆EOE,max

∆EST

=
ln
[

1+āle,riH

1−āH
le,ri

]

ln
[

1+ācH
1−ācH

] . (7.14)

ācH denotes the asymmetries found at the island center where the asymmetry is ex-
clusively caused by spin torque. Inserting the asymmetries found on the different
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action of the Joule heating, the spin-torque and the Oersted field. The original energy barrier
Eb is effectively lowered by ∆EJH due to Joule heating. Additionally, an energy splitting ∆EST

due to spin torque occurs. This is further in- or decreased by ∆EOE,max to ∆Ele,ri when the tip
is positioned at the leftmost or rightmost on the nanoisland.

island sites gives ∆EOE,max ≈ 0.22 ·∆EST, showing that the effect of Oersted field
is approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the spin torque energy split-
ting. Using the spin torque coefficient found before (cST = (1.50±0.01)meV/µA),
one finds an effective activation barrier splitting due to spin torque of ∆EST ≈
1meV at I = 600 nA. This splitting is increased or decreased further due to the
Oersted field by ∆EOE,max ≈ 0.22meV towards the island ends along the [001]
direction, as shown in Fig. 7.8. Note that this number cannot be easily inter-
preted, as, for instance, a Zeeman splitting in an homogeneous external field, but
is rather a measure for the effective impact on the switching in comparison to the
spin torque.

To summarize, the main effects achieved by a spin-polarized current are found to
be Joule heating and spin torque, whereas the impact of the Oersted field is rather
small.
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Chapter 8

Controlling the magnetization of
quasistable nanoislands

In the last section the manipulation of the thermally-activated magnetization re-
versal of ferromagnetic nanostructures by injecting elevated tunnel currents was
demonstrated. Three fundamental effects of the elevated spin-polarized current
were identified and quantified, specifically spin torque, Joule heating and the Oer-
sted field. However, the question arises whether it is also possible to manipulate
thermally stable nanostructures by SP-STM. To answer this question, individual
thermally quasistable nanoislands were addressed in experiments at elevated cur-
rents, either in form of current pulse injection or current ramps. Quasistable is
defined as exhibiting lifetimes on the order of minutes and hours, therefore being
some orders of magnitudes higher than in the unstable case with lifetimes of sec-
onds or less.
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Figure 8.1: Basic principle of switching the magnetization of a nanoisland by applying a short
current pulse. (A) Initial state: The nanoisland’s magnetization is in the state “0”. The effective
activation barrier Eb prevents the nanoisland from switching. (B) Application of a high spin-
polarized current pulse originating from a STM tip. The temperature increase due to Joule
heating lowers the effective barrier height by ∆EJH. The spin torque exerted on the magnetic
structure lifts the degeneracy of the two magnetization states. Decreasing the barrier height for
state “0” further by ∆EST, a magnetization reversal from state “0” to “1” is induced. The barrier
height for state “1” is increased, respectively. (C) Final state. The magnetization has switched
to state “1”, and magnetization reversal is hindered again by Eb.

8.1 Current pulses at fixed polarity

Figure 8.1 illustrates the basic idea of triggering magnetization switching by cur-
rent pulses: In the initial configuration the nanoisland’s magnetization is in one of
its two stable magnetic states, here the state“0”. In contrast to the cases discussed
before, the ratio between effective activation energy barrier Eb and thermal energy
is small, so thermal switching between these two states is hindered. In order to
reverse the magnetization to state “1”, the SP-STM tip is brought closer to the
nanoisland for a short time (Fig. 8.1 (B)), leading to a spin-polarized tunnel cur-
rent pulse. During the pulse, Joule heating drastically lowers Eb for both states
by ∆EJH and consequently decreases the lifetime of both states. Additionally, the
spin torque lowers or elevates Eb by ∆EST, depending on the state. Here, this
results in a further lifetime decrease for state “0” but in an increase for state “1”.
If the pulse length is on the order of the modified lifetime of state “0”, the nanois-
land’s magnetization is likely to be reversed to state “1”. Figure 8.1 (C) shows the
final configuration: The magnetization direction is reversed and Eb again prevents
switching.
For the experiment the thermally quasistable nanoisland α shown in Fig. 8.2

was chosen. The island consists of 42± 5 atoms, and a sequence of dI/dU maps,
which very seldom showed switching events, allowed the estimation of its lifetime
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Figure 8.2: Topography
and dI/dU images of Fe
islands on the W(110) sur-
face.
(A) (36.8 nm)2 overview
and (B) (15.52 nm)2 zoom
in. Island α exhibits a life-
time of τ ≈ 30minutes,
island β is frequently
switching during the mea-
surement (I = 20nA,
Ubias = −200mV,
T = 31.5K).

to τ ≈ 30minutes. To apply current pulses, the STM tip is stabilized in point
mode above the center of the nanoisland. The short pulses are then carried out
by means of programmed command sequences that can be executed automatically
or on the push of a button during the experiment. The running data acquisition
is then interrupted, the command sequence executed, and the measurement is
resumed. For the experiments shown in this section, a script for a short current
pulse application including the pulse parameters is programmed and then auto-
matically applied every five seconds.
Figure 8.3 shows a typical current pulse application: Differential conductance

dI/dU and height z are shown as function of time. At t = 0 s the tip is stabi-
lized at a low tunnel current Iobs = 20nA above the chosen nanoislands center to
determine its initial state from the dI/dU signal level. As before, a low (high)
signal is related to state “0” (“1”). Here, the island’s magnetization is in state
“1”. A current pulse is generated at t = 1 s by setting the current feedback to
Ipulse = 1.6µA for a duration of τpulse = 100ms, as shown in the inset of Fig. 8.3.
Since the lock-in sensitivity is adjusted to the low current regime at an integrating
constant of 100ms to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio, the dI/dU signal satu-
rates during the pulse and exhibits a delayed return to its actual value of state “1”
or “0”. The dI/dU signal stabilizes after this pulse application at the lower level,
indicating that the island is now in state“0”, and the z distance is stabilized by the
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Figure 8.3: Differential conductance dI/dU and tip height ∆z as function of time for an
exemplary pulse application (Ubias = −200mV, Iobs = 20nA). Initially the island is in its stable
magnetic state “1” (high dI/dU signal level). At t = 1s a current pulse is applied, the current
is raised for a time τpulse = 100ms to Ipulse = 1.6µA (see inset). The dI/dU signal at first is
saturated before it returns to its actual value (state“0”). The distance z is at its new equilibrium
value right after the pulse.

feedback loop to its new position. Thus a current pulse-triggered magnetization
reversal in the nanostructure is achieved: the applied current pulse has switched
the magnetization of the nanoisland from state “1” to state “0”.

Data illustration and analysis

In the experiment several pulse applications are performed with a given
parameter-set to allow for a statistical analysis. Figure 8.4 (A) shows the dI/dU
signal for five subsequent pulse applications in a 3-dimensional view. Prior to
each line the command script is executed and a current pulse applied. Then the
dI/dU signal is recorded for five seconds to determine the magnetization state of
the island. Figure 8.4 (B) shows the color-coded dI/dU signal recorded for a set of
100 subsequent current pulses. Each of the lines stands for one pulse application.
At the beginning of each line the dI/dU signal is saturated (colored white) due
to the prior current pulse before it sinks to one of the two levels reflecting the
island’s magnetization state after the respective pulse. The read out of the state
is done at the end of each line, prior to the following pulse. Therefore, a cross
sectional view of the recorded data was used: Cutting the dataset of Fig. 8.4 (B)
along t = 5 s results in a bar diagram as can be seen in Fig. 8.4 (C). Two distinct
signal levels reflecting the respective magnetization state of the island are clearly
distinguishable. The resulting magnetization state of each experiment is shown
here color-coded beneath each bar. Red represents state“0”and green state“1”. If
every pulse application leads to a magnetization reversal, the bar diagram shows
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Figure 8.4: (A) 3D illustration of the dI/dU signal for 5 consecutive current pulse applications
(Ipulse = 2µA, τpulse = 1 s, Ubias = −200mV, Iobs = 20nA). A pulse is applied prior to each line.
The respective magnetization state of the nanoisland is read out at t = 5 s: Two dI/dU signal
levels can be clearly distinguished that correspond to the two possible magnetization states of
the islands. (B) Color-coded dI/dU signal for 100 current pulse applications. The black box
marks the cross sectional view in (C): the dI/dU signal for each line at t = 5 s is displayed in a
bar diagram for clearer visibility. Red and green color bars beneath the measured dI/dU signal
indicate the respective magnetization state.

a regular comb-like pattern of alternating high and low dI/dU signal levels and in
the color-coded read out beneath green and red bars alternate with every pulse.
Thus subsequent bars of the same color indicate unsuccessful switching attempts.
The probability p to switch the magnetization with one pulse is defined as the
number of pulse-triggered events divided by the total number of applied pulses:

p =
nswitch

npulse

. (8.1)

From the experiments the switching probability p for both switching directions
will be calculated for each parameter set independently. Switching the island
from state “0” to state “1” is abbreviated with “↑” and switching from state “1” to
state “0” with “↓”.

Experimental results

To investigate the impact of pulse parameters, experiments at different pulse
lengths and amplitudes have been carried out. First, 100 pulses with a pulse
amplitude of Ipulse = 1µA and a pulse length τpulse = 100ms were applied. The
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Figure 8.5: Current pulse experiments on island α with variation in pulse length τpulse and pulse
height Ipulse (Ubias = −200mV, Iobs = 20nA). (A) Cross sectional view of dI/dU signal t = 5 s
after pulse applications with Ipulse = 1µA and τpulse = 100ms. The resulting magnetization
states are marked by red and green bars beneath. The only switching event observed occurred
in-between two pulse applications (marked by the orange circle). (B) Enlarging the pulse length
to τpulse = 1 s led to six pulse triggered switching events. (C) Increasing the pulse height to
Ipulse = 2µA led to a significant rise in switching events.

result can be seen in Fig. 8.5 (A). The magnetization direction changed only
once. A closer look reveals that this switching event occurred in between two
pulse applications. Since the tunnel current was at a low value during this event
(Iobs = 20nA), effects of spin torque and Joule heating can be neglected and this
switching is one of the seldom occurring, purely thermally activated ones. Thus
no pulse triggered switching event is observed (p = 0). Obviously, the effective
energy barrier modification at these pulse parameters is not sufficient to achieve
magnetization reversal.
In a second experiment, the pulse length was increased to τpulse = 1 s (Fig. 8.5 (B)).
Now six switching events are recorded. A cross-check of the data reveals that these
events were not thermally induced as seen before. Six pulse applications led to
magnetization reversal, and a statistical analysis of the switching probabilities
yields p↓ = 0.07 and p↑ = 0.15. The mean lifetime of the otherwise quasistable
states is reduced by the pulse triggered energy barrier modification to the order
of seconds.
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Figure 8.6: Current pulse
experiments on island α with
variation in bias voltage Ubias

(Iobs = 20nA, Ipulse = 2µA,
τpulse = 1 s).
(A) Switching events between
both magnetization states
are observed frequently for
Ubias = −200mV. An im-
balance evolves going over
Ubias = −150mV (B) to
Ubias = −100mV (C): pulses
to switch from state “1” to
“0” become more efficient
than before whereas switching
attempts from “0” to “1”
become less efficient.

Since spin torque and Joule heating have been shown to scale with the current,
the pulse amplitude was doubled to Ipulse = 2µA in the next step to increase
the number of switching events (Fig. 8.5 (C)). This time an even more distinct
change is observed: for 100 pulse applications 47 switching events can be observed
in total with p↓ = 0.52 and p↑ = 0.44. This parameter combination works very
reliably in comparison to the two before - in average nearly every second pulse
application successfully led to magnetization reversal. Pulse length and amplitude
are obviously crucial parameters to achieve pulse triggered switching events and
an appropriate combination of both is essential for success.

In the experiments shown so far pulse length and height were varied at a con-
stant bias voltage. To investigate the role of bias voltage, additional pulse ex-
periments were performed keeping pulse height and length constant at Ipulse =
2µA and τpulse = 1 s and varying the bias voltage Ubias between −200mV and
−100mV. For a direct comparison Fig. 8.6 (A) again shows the results obtained
for Ubias = −200mV (same as Fig. 8.5 (C)). The magnetization is frequently
switched between the two states and for both switching directions a high switch-
ing probability is observed (p↓ = 0.52 and p↑ = 0.44). Lowering the bias voltage
to Ubias = −150mV leads to fewer switching events (Fig. 8.6 (B)). In total 25
magnetization reversals are recorded. In contrast to the previous case, an imbal-
ance for the two switching directions is observed: Whereas on average six pulse
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Figure 8.7: dI/dU and
z signal at different bias
voltages Ubias recorded on
the thermally switching is-
land β (see Fig. 8.2(B)) as
a function of time (I =
2nA).
(A) With Ubias = 200mV
the z signal is switching
with ∆z ≈ 1 pm.
(B) At Ubias = 150mV
∆z increases slightly to
∆z ≈ 2 pm.
(C) At Ubias = 100mV
∆z has reached ∆z ≈
5 pm.

applications are necessary to switch the island ↑ (p↑ = 0.17), only one to two
pulses are sufficient to revert the island’s magnetization again ↓ (p↓ = 0.87).
This imbalance becomes even stronger when decreasing the bias voltage further
to Ubias = −100mV (Fig. 8.6 (C)): Only two of the 98 pulses applied to switch
the island ↑ were successful (p↑ = 0.02). In both cases the magnetization was im-
mediately switched back ↓ by the subsequent pulse (p↓ = 1). Apparently the bias
voltage chosen for pulse application plays a crucial role and determines whether
the switching efficiency for both switching directions is balanced, i.e. equally prob-
able, or not.

The fact that an increase in pulse length τpulse and pulse height Ipulse leads to a
general increase of the switching probability is already quite intuitive: To achieve
pulse-triggered switching events, the pulse length τpulse has to reach the order of
the lifetime, that is drastically shortened during the high current injection. This
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threshold is reached for the given island when setting the pulse length to 1 s. Fur-
ther, in the last section it was shown that the spin torque scales linearly with
the tunnel current. Therefore, an efficiency increase with pulse amplitude Ipulse is
expected, too. But how is the bias-dependency explained?
To answer this question, the same tip was positioned on the neighboring, ther-
mally switching island (island β in Fig. 8.2). The same bias voltages as before
were chosen, and dI/dU and z signal were recorded simultaneously at a low tun-
nel current I = 2nA. Figure 8.7 shows sections of the telegraph noise traces
recorded at the respective bias voltages. The recorded z signal exhibits the same
telegraphic changes as the corresponding dI/dU trace. Furthermore, the jump
heights ∆z in the z signal change with applied bias voltage: Whereas ∆z ≈ 1 pm
at Ubias = −200mV (A), it increases slightly to ∆z ≈ 2 pm at Ubias = −150mV
(B) and exhibits a value of ∆z ≈ 5 pm at Ubias = −100mV (C). This finding
reflects a considerable difference in the total current polarization at the three bias
voltages (see chapter 2.4) and explains the results from the bias dependent cur-
rent pulse experiments performed on island α . The spin-transfer torque depends
on the total current polarization (see chapter 3.3) that is changed with bias volt-
age. The higher ∆z, the higher the total current polarization that gives rise to
an elevated spin-transfer torque favoring one switching direction. Since the to-
tal polarization is small at Ubias = −200mV, the switching events observed here
are taken to be mostly driven by Joule heating. This is in accordance with the
nearly equal switching probabilities p for the two switching directions in the exper-
iments performed at Ubias = −200mV. The effective energy barrier modification
by the exerted spin torque ∆EST is small at this voltage, but the Joule heating
is sufficiently high to overcome the effective energy barrier for switching in both
directions. Increasing the polarization when going to Ubias = −100mV leads to an
elevated spin torque favoring one switching direction against the other, thereby
splitting the switching efficiency for switching ↑ and ↓.

Summary

The switching probabilities found for the different pulse parameters are summa-
rized in Fig. 8.8. The following trends can be observed: Starting with a pulse
amplitude Ipulse = 1µA at pulse length of τpulse = 100ms (Ubias = −200mV), no
pulse-triggered event is found. Increasing the pulse length to τpulse = 1 s leads
to first pulse-triggered switching events (region I). The pulse length τpulse has
reached the order of the shortened lifetime of the island’s magnetization. When
doubling the pulse amplitude to Ipulse = 2µA the switching probability p dras-
tically increases for both the ↑ and ↓ direction (region II) and achieves values
around p ≈ 0.5. This finding qualitatively fits into the results found before: spin
torque and Joule heating acting on one island both increase with the injected
current amplitude (chapter 7). Since switching occurs in both directions with
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nearly equal probability, Joule heating is taken to be the predominant driving
force for magnetization reversal here. Changing the bias voltage Ubias affects the
switching probability, too: Decreasing the bias voltage from Ubias = −200mV to
Ubias = −100mV (region III) results in a considerable splitting of the switching
probability for the two directions. Whereas the switching efficiency for switch-
ing ↓ increases further and reaches p↓ = 1 at Ubias = −100mV, the efficiency
for the other switching direction drastically decreases to p↑ = 0.02. Characteriz-
ing the total current polarization as a function of bias voltage for this particular
tip by monitoring the ∆z signal changes of thermally induced switching events
reveals that the polarization decreases when decreasing the bias voltage from
Ubias = −200mV to Ubias = −100mV. The total polarization at the applied bias
voltage is found to be a measure for the spin torque acting during the pulse: The
bigger the polarization of the current, the bigger the spin torque becomes, and
the more one switching direction is preferred against the other.

8.2 Current pulses at alternating polarity

The current pulse experiments presented so far were realized at fixed bias polar-
ity. In the previously described experiments on thermally activated islands, it was
shown that the spin torque changes its sign when reversing the bias polarity. The
question arises whether this can be utilized to achieve reversible magnetization
switching by alternating pulse polarity, i.e. one pulse polarity should switch for-
ward and the other one switch back.
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Figure 8.9: Current pulse experiments on a Fe ML nanoisland on W(110). (A) A topography
image of the nanoisland under investigation (Iobs = 20nA, Ubias = +180mV, T = 30.9K). The
two dI/dU maps show the two stable magnetic states of the nanoisland, state “0” (B) and “1”
(C).

Concept

For these experiments, a quasistable nanoisland with a mean lifetime of τ̄ ≈ 30
minutes was chosen. Figure 8.9 shows a topography image of the island under
investigation and two dI/dU maps of its two magnetization states “0” and “1”, re-
spectively. The procedural methods as described in section 8.1 were applied: The
tip is stabilized at a low tunnel current above the island’s center, and high current
pulses are applied by means of programmed command sequences. To switch the
magnetization controllably and reversibly back and forth, the current polarity is
chosen depending on the respective state of the nanoisland. Figure 8.10 shows the
dI/dU signal as a function of time t for two pulse applications. For the nanoisland
in state “0” a pulse at Ubias = +180mV is applied (A). The dI/dU signal returns
after the pulse application to a high signal level: the magnetization direction has
changed pulse-triggered to state “1”. For the island being in magnetization state
“1”, the current pulse direction is reversed by choosing a bias of Ubias = −180mV
for the pulse application (B). This current pulse leads to an inverted switching
event: The magnetization changes now pulse-triggered from state“1”back to state
“0”. Thus the concept of switching back and forth at alternating pulse polarity
succeeds.
To allow for a statistical analysis of the switching probability as a function of the
pulse parameter, several pulse applications are carried out at different parameters.
Again, intervals of five seconds were chosen for the pulse application. As before,
the probability p to switch the magnetization with one pulse, defined by the ratio
of pulse-triggered events and total number of applied pulses

p =
nswitch

npulse

,

is calculated from the experiments. Both switching directions ↑ (state “0” to state
“1”) and ↓ (“1” to “0”) are thereby evaluated independently.
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Figure 8.10: Current pulse experiments on a Fe ML nanoisland. The dI/dU signal is shown as
a function of time t for two pulsing experiments with opposite pulse polarities (Ipulse = 1.6µA,
Iobs = 20nA, Ubias = ±180mV): (A) If the island is in state “0”, a positive pulse polarity is
chosen (green asterisk) to switch ↑ to state “1”. (B) A reversed pulse polarity is chosen (red
asterisk) to switch the island from “1” to “0” (↓). After each pulse the dI/dU signal drops
from saturation to state “1” or “0” level indicating the nanoisland’s magnetization state after the
respective pulse.

Experimental results

Figure 8.11 shows the resultant evolution of the magnetization with varying pulse
length τpulse while keeping the pulse amplitude of Ipulse = 1.6µA constant. For a
compact illustration the results are displayed as introduced before (see page 68):
The dI/dU signal is read out prior to each pulse and shown as a bar diagram.
Red and green color bars beneath indicate the respective magnetization state. A
regular pattern of alternating high and low dI/dU signal levels is therefore de-
sired, because then every pulse application leads to magnetization reversal. In the
color-coded read out beneath, the green and red bars would then alternate with
every pulse. Therefore, consecutive bars of the same dI/dU level or color indicate
unsuccessful switching attempts. At a pulse length τpulse = 50ms (A) the dI/dU
bar pattern looks irregular. A closer look reveals that the positive pulses to switch
↑ worked quite reliably (nearly every red bar is directly followed by a green one),
but switching ↓ needed in the most cases multiple pulse applications at negative
polarity to succeed, as indicated by several consecutive green bars. The statistical
analysis yields the switching probabilities p↑ = 0.95 and p↓ = 0.35. The efficiency
of the pulse applications increases with a doubled pulse length (τpulse = 100ms,
(B)), recognized by the improved regularity of alternating dI/dU levels: every
switching attempt ↑ is now successful (p↑ = 1), and switching ↓ is achieved in
most cases by only one to two pulse applications (smaller blocks of green bars,
p↓ = 0.76). The dI/dU signal level five seconds after pulse no. 61 is between the
two signal levels of state “0” and state “1”. The reason can be seen in the inset
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Figure 8.11: Results for
current pulse experiments
at alternating bias on the
Fe ML nanoisland shown
in Fig. 8.9: Cross sectional
view of dI/dU signal t =
5 s after pulse applications
at different pulse lengths
τpulse (Ipulse = 1.6µA,
Iobs = 20nA, Ubias =
±180mV). The inset in
(B) shows a dI/dU sig-
nal change due to a ther-
mally induced switching
event (orange circle) caus-
ing an ambiguous dI/dU
signal level in the bar di-
agram at the respective
time.

where the dI/dU signal is shown as a function of time for the relevant section: a
thermally induced switching event occurred and the dI/dU signal was changing
from the low to the high level at the time of signal readout. Therefore this event
was not pulse-triggered. Finally, pulse widths of τpulse = 200ms lead to a nearly
perfect comb-like dI/dU bar pattern (C). In the color-coded representation every
red bar is followed by a green one, and vice versa holds for the most cases, too,
indicating that the island is reliably switched for both transitions. The switching
probabilities are p↑ = 1 and p↓ = 0.95, respectively.

Cross check with counter experiments

The question arises whether the events occur only due to the Joule heating of
the island during the pulse: the overall power delivered to the island increases
with pulse length. This could already lead to switching, independently of the
current polarization. To exclude this possibility, pulses with the opposite polarity
required to switch the island were applied. None of the pulses in this counter
experiment (Ipulse = 1.6µA, τpulse = 200ms, 100 pulses for each configuration) led
to a magnetization reversal. The effective Joule heating remains constant, since
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Figure 8.12: Nanoisland under investigation (Iobs = 20nA, Ubias = +180mV, T = 30.9K).
The first two dI/dU maps show the nanoisland being in magnetization state “0” (A) and “1”
(B), respectively. If current pulses are applied during the scanning procedure, the island appears
striped (C). τpulse = 100ms, Ipulse = 1.6µA, Upulse = ±180mV.

the total current is preserved. Consequently, the spin torque is the driving force
for the magnetization reversal.

Pulse application during scanning procedure

The current pulse experiments shown so far were performed while keeping the
STM tip stationary above the island’s center. Command sequences can be exe-
cuted during a scanning procedure, too. Scanning is then interrupted, the tip is
moved to the chosen site, a pulse executed, and the scanning procedure is resumed.
Figure 8.12 shows three dI/dU maps of the nanoisland utilized for the presented
experiments: (A) and (B) show the island in its stable magnetic states“0”and“1”,
respectively. For the last dI/dU map the image was paused after every 20th scan
line, the tip was moved to the island’s center, and a pulse was applied. Again, the
pulse polarity was chosen depending on the state of the island. The nanoisland
now appears striped, indicating the particular scan lines the pulses were initiated.
The appearance reminds one of the thermally switching islands in chapter 6, but
in contrast to the case of statistically occurring switching events, the magnetiza-
tion here is switched at integer intervals of 10 scan lines. Unsuccessful switching
attempts thereby led to three wider stripes in the dI/dU map (C).

Quantification of spin torque and Joule heating

In the following, both spin torque and Joule heating will be roughly quantified
by an analysis of the switching statistics. For the negative pulse polarity the
probability p↑ (p↓) to switch the magnetization ↑ (↓) within a pulse length τpulse
is given by

p↑,↓(τpulse) = 1− exp

[

− τpulse
τ̄0,1(Ipulse)

]

. (8.2)
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τ̄0,1 denotes the mean lifetime during the current pulse, affected by Joule heating
and spin torque (see Eq. 7.3):

τ̄0,1(Ipulse) = ν−1
0 · exp

[

Eb ±∆EST

kB(T +∆TJH)

]

= ν−1
0 · exp

[

Eb ± cSTIpulse
kB(T + cJHIpulse)

]

. (8.3)

cJH is the Joule heating coefficient which gives the temperature change per unit
current, and cST is the spin torque coefficient giving the effective energy barrier
change per unit current (see section 7.2). The notation in Equation (8.3) also
holds for negative pulse bias where switching ↓ is favored in the experiment. The
exerted spin torque lowers the effective energy barrier for state “1” and therefore
its mean lifetime. For state “0” the effective energy barrier and the lifetime are
increased. At positive pulse polarity, the situation is reversed and switching ↑
is favored. Therefore state “0” and “1” have to be exchanged in Equation (8.3).
However, a special case occurs if only Joule heating is acting. Then cST = 0, and
the equation reduces to

τ̄JH(Ipulse) = ν−1
0 · exp

[

Eb

kB(T + cJHIpulse)

]

. (8.4)

The lifetimes for both states here are only reduced by Joule heating. Note, that

τ̄JH(Ipulse) =
√

τ̄0(Ipulse) · τ̄1(Ipulse) . (8.5)
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To summarize, the switching probability p can be classified into three cases (again
in the notation for a negative pulse bias):

◮ p↓: The spin torque favors switching ↓ by lowering the effective energy bar-
rier for state “1” by ∆EST. The combined action of Joule heating and spin
torque leads to a decrease in the mean lifetime τ̄1 for state “1”. In the exper-
iment, this situation is utilized to achieve pulse-triggered switching events.

◮ p↑: The spin torque hinders switching ↑ by increasing the effective energy
barrier for state “0” by ∆EST in contrast to the Joule heating which de-
creases the effective barrier. Therefore, state “0” exhibits a longer lifetime
than state “1” (τ̄0 > τ̄1), and increased pulse lengths are necessary for mag-
netization reversal (p↑(τpulse) < p↓(τpulse)). This situation occurred in the
counter experiments.

◮ pJH: The spin torque is neglected (cST = 0) and only a Joule heating con-
sidered. The effective barrier would be equally reduced for both states by
the Joule heating only. The mean lifetime τ̄JH would then be τ̄1 < τ̄JH < τ̄0,
and the probability to switch with one pulse pJH would be independent from
the switching direction. Although this situation did not occur in the ex-
periments of this section, the consideration of this case will help us in the
following discussion.

Again, the same holds for the reversed pulse polarity when exchanging ↑ with ↓,
and “0” with “1”. The island under investigation has comparable dimensions as
island no. 1 in chapter 6, therefore energy barrier Eb and attempt frequency ν0 are
taken to be the same. Now we will successively combine the measurement results
with the relations (8.2) to (8.5) to determine cJH and cST for both bias polarities.
We start with the measurements at negative bias voltage (Fig. 8.13 (A)):

1. The switching probabilities p↓ are determined from the experiment (red data
points).

2. Fitting Eq. (8.2) to this data yields the mean lifetime of state “1” τ̄1 =
(95.4 ± 15.7)ms (red, solid curve). The lifetime of state “1” is lowered by
Joule heating and spin torque (case 1 from the list above).

3. The counter experiment yields p↑(200ms) = 0 (green data point). This data
point gives a lower boundary for p↑ (case 2), symbolized by the green area in
the graph: Since no switching event has been observed, the mean lifetime of
state “0”has to be considerably higher than the pulse length τpulse = 200ms.

4. We position the curve for p↑(τpulse) according to Eq. (8.2) such that p↑ rises
at slightly higher values of τpulse = 200ms (green, dashed curve). With this
graphical estimation we find a lower boundary for the lifetime of state “0”:
τ̄0 ≥ (30± 5) s.
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5. Knowing τ̄1 and τ̄0, we can calculate the mean lifetime for the case if Joule
heating was neglected. Inserting both values in Equation (8.5) yields τ̄JH ≥
(1.7 ± 0.8) s. The resulting switching probability pJH(τpulse) is plotted as a
blue, dashed line (case 3).

6. With the help of Eq. (8.4) we can now determine the Joule heating coefficient
from the lifetime τ̄JH:

cJH ≤ (5.1± 0.4)
K

µA
.

7. The spin torque coefficient cST can be determined by Formula (8.3). Insert-
ing τ̄1 and cJH yields

c−ST ≥ (6.0± 3.5)
meV

µA
.

This procedure can be shortened for the experiments at positive pulse polarity
(Fig. 8.13 (B)). The first two steps are analogous:

1. From the experiment the switching probabilities p↓ are determined (green
data points). Here, switching from state “0” to state “1” is favored by the
spin torque (case 1).

2. Fitting Eq. (8.2) to the data yields a mean lifetime of τ̄0 = (16.6 ± 0.3)ms
for state “0” (green, solid curve).

3. Since the Joule heating is independent of the current direction, we can use
now the Joule heating coefficient cJH determined for negative pulse polarity.
Again, τ̄0 and cJH are inserted into Eq. (8.3). As a result, we find at positive
bias voltage

c+ST ≥ (9.7± 3.3)
meV

µA
.

The coefficients c+ST and cJH yield p↓(τpulse) and pJH(τpulse) for the two other cases,
too (dashed curves in Fig. 8.13 (B)). The data point of the counter experiment
p↓(200ms) = 0 (red) correctly lies on the p↓(τpulse) curve.

In order to investigate the impact of pulse amplitude, current pulse experiments
were performed with varying pulse amplitude Ipulse at a constant pulse length
τpulse = 100ms. Figure 8.14 shows the resulting switching probabilities p(Ipulse)
for Ipulse = 1.0µA, 1.4µA and 1.6µA for both pulse polarities. Red and green data
points depict the probabilities determined from the experiment. A general increase
of p(Ipulse) can be observed as Ipulse is increased. Since no counter experiments
have been performed for τpulse = 100ms, the procedure to determine cST and cJH
must be altered here. This time we fit the switching probability given by Eq. (8.2)
to the data, and by replacing the mean lifetime by expression (8.3) cST and cJH
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Figure 8.14: Switching
probabilities p↓ and p↑ to
switch the magnetization
with one pulse as function
of pulse amplitudes Ipulse
for negative (A) and pos-
itive (B) pulse bias. Data
points mark measurement
results, continuous lines
are fitted curves. The
resulting fit parameters
cST and cJH are used to
calculate the probability
for the reversed switch-
ing and the case assuming
only Joule heating, pJH
(dashed curves, see text
for details).

become fit parameters. The previously determined bounds for cST and cJH are
incorporated into the fitting procedure, as well as the condition that cJH must
again be the same for both bias polarities. The resulting curves, p↓ at negative
pulse bias, p↑ at positive, are plotted as continuous lines in Figure 8.14. From the
fit we obtain the Joule heating coefficient

cJH = 2.6± 2.9
K

µA
,

and the spin torque coefficient at negative and positive bias

c−ST = 11.9± 7.0
meV

µA
,

c+ST = 18.6± 7.1
meV

µA
.

From this we can calculate the switching probabilities for the two other cases,
namely switching without and switching against the spin torque. The results are
plotted as dashed curves in Fig. 8.14.

8.3 Considerations for experimental optimization

The question arises whether there is a way to optimize pulse length τpulse and
current amplitude Ipulse to achieve the desired switching events at minimal efforts.
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If the pulse duration τpulse is chosen too long, one runs the risk of multiple switching
events. To address these questions, the results of the last section (8.2) were
analyzed in more detail using the following estimation.
A simple expression for the probability of switching only once, for instance ↑, as
function of p↑ and p↓ has the following form

ponce ↑(Ipulse, τpulse) = p↑(Ipulse, τpulse)− p↓(Ipulse, τpulse) (8.6)

= exp

[

− τpulse
τ̄1(Ipulse)

]

− exp

[

− τpulse
τ̄0(Ipulse)

]

. (8.7)

The value of ponce ↑ is ≈ 0, if either the pulse is not high enough to achieve
any switching event or switching back and forth is probable. Only the pulse
parameters in between these two cases lead to probabilities ponce > 0. Figure 8.15
shows double logarithmic contour plots of this function for the values found in the
last section. The data points of the pulse experiments are marked by red crosses.
Three regions can be roughly distinguished:

◮ Region I where ponce is low, because the combination of τpulse and Ipulse is
not sufficient to achieve any switching: p↑ = 0, p↑ = 0 ⇒ ponce = 0.

◮ Region II, marking favorable parameter combinations that with a high prob-
ability lead to the desired switching events without the reversed switching:
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|p↓ − p↑| = 1 ⇒ ponce = 1.

◮ Region III, designating pulse parameters to be prevented, because reversed
switching is also probable: p↑ = 1, p↑ = 1 ⇒ ponce = 0.

A threshold between reliable and unreliable switching can be defined by

pthre(Ipulse, τpulse) = 1− 1

e
.

This level is marked in Figure 8.15 by an orange curve. Towards respectively lower
values of Ipulse, ponce drops below the threshold and should therefore be avoided
if reliable switching is desired. The green curves here mark the pulse parameter
combinations of τpulse and Ipulse that lead to the highest possible values of ponce for
a given pulse amplitude Ipulse. This holds for the combinations of Ipulse and τpulse,
where

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂ponce(Ipulse, τpulse)

∂τpulse

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ipulse

= 0 (8.8)

⇒ τpulse = log

[

τ̄a(Ipulse)

τ̄b(Ipulse)

]

· τ̄a(Ipulse) · τ̄b(Ipulse)
τ̄a(Ipulse)− τ̄b(Ipulse)

. (8.9)

The indices a and b denote the two different magnetization states. At a positive
bias a = 0, b = 1, and at a negative bias a = 1, b = 0. Therefore, the point
of intersection of these two curves can be regarded as optimal parameter com-
bination in terms of a minimum pulse amplitude for reliable switching. On the
other hand, the writing time in technical applications is favored to be kept short:
The steep diminution of the threshold curve below the intersection point shows
that the pulse length necessary for switching can be shortened by many orders of
magnitude when using only slightly higher pulse amplitudes.

8.4 Determination of critical switching currents

In order to determine the critical current necessary for magnetization reversal,
experiments with triangular current sweeps were performed. The choice of the
same tip and nanostructure as presented in section 8.2 will allow for a comparison
of the results. As for the current pulse applications, the tip is kept stationary
above the island’s center and the current sweeps were performed automatically
by a program script at a closed feedback loop. The tunnel current is increased or
decreased stepwise by ∆I = 4nA. A variation of sweep rate dI/dt is realized by
changing the time delay ∆t between the current steps.
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Figure 8.16: Switching the magnetization by increasing the tunnel current (sweep rate dI/dt
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magnetization of the nanoisland switches back from state “1” to state “0” at I−crit. Decreasing
the current from high values back to zero leads to no reversal (gray line).

Figure 8.16 shows the dI/dU signal as a function of current I for one current sweep
at a sweeprate of dI/dt = 400 nA/s. Starting from a low current (I = +20nA),
the island remains in its initial state “0” until a critical current I+crit is reached and
magnetization switching is triggered, as indicated by the jump in the dI/dU(I)
signal at I+crit. As shown in the section before, the spin torque exerted when inject-
ing a high current at positive bias favors switching ↑ from state “0” to state “1”.
The current is ramped further up to I = +1.6µA before ramping it back to low
values. No switching event is observed, the island remains in state “1”. Ramping
from I = −20 nA to I = −1.6µA leads to a magnetization reversal from“1” to “0”
at I−crit. Again the current ramped back without additional magnetization reversal.
Obviously, the same holds here as for positive bias: The switching occurs into the
state favored by the spin torque (here state “0”), but not back. By repeating the
sweep 25 times we determined the mean critical currents Icrit for switching back

and forth, resulting in I
+

crit = (1.0±0.1)µA and I
−
crit = (−1.2±0.2)µA. This proce-

dure enables the determination of the critical current necessary for magnetization
reversal directly from the experiment without making the detour over an extensive
statistical analysis to determine spin torque and Joule heating coefficients. On the
contrary, the investigation of the critical current will in the following discussion
turn out to be an alternative way to determine the coefficients of spin torque and
Joule heating.

We studied the critical current as a function of sweep rate. The experiment was re-
peated at different sweep rates dI/dt ranging from 260 nA/s up to 1750 nA/s and
the respective critical currents determined. The results are depicted in Fig. 8.17. A
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Figure 8.17: Critical current Icrit as a function of current sweeprate dI/dt for both current
polarities (Ubias = ±180mV, T = 30.9K). Two fits result in curves superimposing another,
depicted here in orange: Fitting with the conventional Kurkijärvi model as in Eq. (8.11) yields
the fit parameters I+crit,0 = (3.96 ± 0.04)µA and I−crit,0 = (−4.90 ± 0.05)µA. A fit with the

extended Kurkijärvi model (Eq. (8.12)) gives I+crit,0 = (4.3 ± 0.3)µA , I−crit,0 = (−5.4 ± 0.4)µA
and Teff = (31.8± 0.6)K.

monotonic behavior can be observed: the critical current at which the magnetiza-
tion direction is switched increases with increasing sweep rate. And, in agreement
with the current pulse experiments of section 8.2, the positively biased current
direction shows slightly lower critical currents than the negative one. However,
here the injected current is varied with time at a constant rate. Consequently, the
mean lifetime of a state becomes a function of the current rate, and therefore of
time. To take the current sweep into account, we will make the ansatz to express
the reduced lifetime at time t under the influence of a current ramp varied at the
rate İ, as

τ̄(t) = ν−1
0 · exp

[

Eb

kBT
·
(

1− İt

Icrit,0

)]

. (8.10)

The original energy barrier Eb of the Arrhenius law is replaced by Eb ·
(

1− İt
Icrit,0

)

to account for an effective energy barrier reduction due to the spin torque during
the current sweep [91]. Icrit,0 denotes the critical current at which switching would
occur at T = 0K. Following a formalism developed by Kurkijärvi [92] the critical
current Icrit can now be expressed as a function of İ:

Icrit(İ) = Icrit,0

[

1− kBT

Eb

ln

(

ν0
kBT

Eb

Icrit,0

İ

)]

. (8.11)

Fitting this equation to the acquired data in Fig. 8.17 shows good agreement and
leads to critical currents of I+crit,0 = (3.96±0.04)µA and I−crit,0 = (−4.90±0.05)µA.
The temperature T in Eq. (8.11) is the experiment temperature and is kept fixed,
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current pulses current ramps current ramps

(Kurkijärvi model) (extended Kurkijärvi model)

c+ST

[

meV
µA

]

18.6± 7.1 25.3± 0.3 23.3± 1.6

c−ST

[

meV
µA

]

11.9± 7.0 20.4± 0.2 18.5± 1.4

cJH

[

K
µA

]

2.6± 2.9 - ≈ 0.75

Table 8.1: Comparison of spin torque and Joule heating coefficients determined by different
methods. All experiments are performed with the same probe tip on the island shown in Fig.
8.9.

thus leaving a possible temperature change due to Joule heating unconsidered.
Since this heating effect was shown to play an essential role in our experiments by
decreasing the effective energy barrier additionally to the spin torque, its negation
is here unreasonable. To account for the effect of Joule heating one can introduce
an effective temperature Teff and extend the Kurkijärvi model to

Icrit(İ) = Icrit,0

[

1− kBTeff

Eb

ln

(

ν0
kBTeff

Eb

Icrit,0

İ

)]

. (8.12)

The linear dependence of the Joule heating on the injected current is here neglected
for the sake of simplicity. The effective temperature Teff has then a value that is
in between the experimental temperature T and the temperature when switching
occurs T + ∆TJH. Making Teff an open fit parameter leads to a second fit of
good agreement with the experimental data covering the previous fit curve (see
Fig. 8.17). The fit parameters are here I+crit,0 = (4.3 ± 0.3)µA , I−crit,0 = (−5.4 ±
0.4)µA and Teff = (31.8 ± 0.6)K, that is an effective temperature increase of
≈ 0.9K with respect to the experiment temperature of Texp = 30.9K. To allow for
a comparison to the coefficients found in section 8.2, the critical currents found
can be expressed in terms of spin torque coefficients by the use of

Eb − c+,−
ST I+,−

crit,0 = 0 .

The Joule heating coefficient can be estimated by taking a temperature increase
of ∆T = Teff − Texp = 0.9K at a critical current of I+,−

crit ≈ ±1.2µA.

For comparison the resulting coefficients determined from the different experi-
ments and models are summarized in Tab. 8.1. The total negation of the Joule
heating within the Kurkijärvi model leads to increased spin torque coefficients
in comparison to the values found in the current pulse experiments. This is not
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surprising since the entire energy barrier modification at high tunnel currents is
ascribed within the Kurkijärvi model to be caused by spin torque only, therefore
leading to an overestimation of the spin torque. The introduction of an effective
temperature as open fit parameter to extend this model allows for a correction
and modifies the values of c+ST and c−ST found before towards lower values. Al-
though this model is still underestimating the effect of Joule heating by assuming
a fixed effective temperature, its results are on the same order as the coefficients
determined by the pulse-triggered switching experiments of section 8.2.

The critical currents determined correspond to local current densities of j ≈
108A/cm2, that is two orders of magnitude smaller than found in section 7.2.
This is explained by the considerably smaller island size chosen here. For compar-
ison: The experiments of section 7.2 were performed at T = 50.6K on an island
consisting of approximately 80 atoms. The critical current estimated for switching
a thermally stable structure of this size is not realizable within the tunnel regime.
Here, the island is formed by approximately 40 iron atoms leading to a smaller
energy barrier for magnetization reversal. Further, the injected current covers a
major part of the magnetic nanostructure, thus, reducing the critical current den-
sities necessary. The combined Joule heating and spin torque effects are shown to
be high enough to allow for the manipulation of these small nanostructures, even
in the quasistable regime.
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Chapter 9

Summary and Outlook

Within our experimental work we could demonstrate the spin-torque manipula-
tion on the local scale by means of SP-STM. The starting point was the exam-
ination of the intrinsic thermal switching behavior of Fe monolayer nanoislands
on a W(110) surface. The investigation of the magnetization switching with a
variable-temperature SP-STM allowed for the determination of the activation en-
ergy barrier Eb and the attempt frequency ν0 for the magnetization reversal of
individual nanoislands. Due to the high lateral resolution of the instrument, the
island size and shape dependency of these parameters could be investigated. As
a result, a domain wall nucleation and propagation through the nanostructures
is found to be the reversal mechanism. Additionally, the determination of static
domain wall widths allowed for the calculation of the exchange stiffness A and the
anisotropy K of this system. The comparison with values in the literature reveals
a discrepancy that is ascribed to different sample qualities.

In the next step, elevated spin-polarized tunnel currents were utilized to mani-
pulate the thermally activated magnetization reversal. The spin-polarized current,
delivered by the magnetic probe tip, led to a distinct modification of the intrinsic
switching behavior. This was the first demonstration of a spin-transfer torque
effect across a vacuum gap, i.e. without mechanical contact between the two elec-
trodes involved. The exerted spin-torque was shown to be polarity dependent,
as predicted in Slonczewski’s theoretical work and demonstrated in experiments
on layered structures. Spin-torque, Joule heating, and Oersted-field contributions
were identified and quantified by an analysis of the state dependent magnetiza-
tion lifetimes. In agreement with the literature, spin-torque and Joule heating
were found to vary linearly with the tunnel current. The magnetization reversal
is mainly influenced by the combined action of spin-torque and Joule heating,
whereas the Oersted field modification of the effective energy barrier is rather
small.
Afterwards, the heat-assisted spin-torque magnetization reversal of individual,
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quasi-stable nanostructures was demonstrated. High spin-polarized current pulses
were applied at a fixed bias polarity. The pulse length, the pulse amplitude, and
the bias voltage were changed to gain a qualitative insight into pulse-triggered
magnetization reversals. The exerted spin-torque was shown to vary with chosen
bias voltage, demonstrating thereby its predicted dependency on the current po-
larization.
Spin-polarized current pulses and ramps at alternating bias polarity were then uti-
lized to control the static magnetization of an iron island. Reliable and reversible
magnetization switching was achieved. Here, the investigation of the switching
efficiency as function of the pulse parameters permitted a further approach to
discriminate and quantify the different effects of spin-torque and Joule heating in
the pulse-triggered switching regime. Finally, critical currents for magnetization
reversal were determined by triangular current sweeps at different sweep rates.
The application of the original and a modified Kurkijärvi model allowed the de-
termination of the spin-torque and the Joule heating coefficients and a comparison
of the coefficients found by the different manipulation modes, i.e. the injection of
current pulses and current ramps.
In summary, from the experiments the effective energy barrier modification due
to the spin-torque was found to be between 2 and 20 meV/µA and the effective
temperature elevation due to Joule heating is around 2 K/µA. Despite of a pola-
rization dependence, these values vary for the different islands since the effective
impact of spin-torque and Joule heating depends on the fraction of the island that
was affected by the current injection. This inhomogeneous current distribution
causes slightly higher critical current densities j ≈ 108A/cm2 to be necessary
for magnetization reversal compared to those utilized for magnetization rever-
sal in layered devices. Although the structures utilized here were tremendously
smaller than the free layer in experiments on tunnel magnetoresistance devices,
the macro-spin model turns out to be also applicable here. Nevertheless, size ef-
fects are clearly visible and, for instance in the case of Joule heating, desirable.

Further investigations on the lateral dependency of critical currents could shed
light on the question about the details of the switching mechanism induced by the
spin-torque. Changing the substrate from a W(110) to a Mo(110) surface would
allow the investigation of the spin-torque switching in iron monolayer islands that
show an out-of-plane magnetization. Additional lateral effects can appear that
might have been dominated in our experiments by the Oersted field.
Ongoing theoretical and experimental works [93–95] focus on the correlation be-
tween the spin-polarization of the tunnel current and the tip material and apex
configuration. Tuning the tip polarization towards higher values gives a further
possibility to improve the spin-torque switching efficiency.
Another way to manipulate bigger structures with elevated energy barriers for
magnetization reversal could be to nucleate a domain wall at the rim of the struc-
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ture and push or pull the wall afterwards through the structure by moving the tip
during the current injection. This idea has been the motivation for first theoreti-
cal works on the topic of spin-transfer induced domain wall movement in a STM
configuration [96].

These findings open the pathway to a wide range of new experiments and mani-
pulation possibilities on the local scale. The SP-STM, already a powerful tool to
image in real space on the atomic scale and to manipulate atoms mechanically
on a surface, now is demonstrated to be capable of controlled spin-transfer torque
manipulation. The local delivery of a spin-polarized current by the STM probe tip
allows the reliable control of static magnetic structures at simultaneously achieved
ultimate resolution. The usage of non-local external magnetic fields that affect
the whole sample (and eventually the tip) is now dispensable. Additionally, anti-
ferromagnetic nanostructures that remain unaffected by external magnetic fields
might now be in range to be controllably manipulated and investigated further.
The domain creation and manipulation in more complex structures is now closer.
The gap between the spin-polarized magnetization manipulation of atoms and
molecules towards solid state devices as nanopillars is closing. Further experi-
ments in this intermediate regime should help to understand the crossover from
the single atom spin manipulation in the full quantum mechanical picture [19, 97]
to the control of bigger devices and their many body effects.
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